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Abstract

This study is the comparison of the design and analysis of the Stacked Multicell Converter (SMC)

with the Neutral Point Clamped (NPC) converter. Multilevel converters are becoming

increasingly popular for high power applications, because they can considerably reduce the

output voltage and current harmonics by using several voltage levels while still switching the

devices at the same frequency. The diode clamped converter (DCC) and the SMC converter are

two types of multilevel converters which both use one DC bus subdivided into a number of

voltage levels by a series string of capacitors. This kind of structure can reduce the blocking

voltage requirement of each switching device. The three-level DCC converter, which is also

called the NPC converter, has been put into practical use for large capacity ac motor drives in

industry. Due to the voltage limitations of the switching devices, series connection of the devices

is required in high-voltage and high-power applications with the NPC structure. Higher level

DCC can solve this problem, but another problem of voltage unbalance between the outer dc

capacitors and inner dc capacitors occurs. Although methods have been proposed to balance the

capacitor voltage, they have not been put into practice by the industry.

In this thesis we present a new topology called the SMC which allows increasing input voltage

level, while not increasing the switching device stresses by the use of floating capacitors. This

thesis gives the design of the SMC including a method of pre-charging the floating capacitors,

selection of the floating capacitors, and analysis of the commutation requirements. Both the

converters are simulated using EMTDC and PWM techniques and compared in theory and

experiment.
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Introrllrcfion

CHAPTBR 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Power converters make use of a configuration of power semiconductor devices that function as

switches. They have shown rapid development in recent years, primarily because of the

development of semiconductor power devices that can switch larger currents at higher voltages,

and so can be used for the conversion and control of electrical energy at higher power levels. The

electrical energy is converted to make it suitable for various applications such as regulated power

supplies, active power filters, heating and lighting control [], dc and ac motor drive application,

welding control, static VAR compensation and HVDC transmission.
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During the past few decades of power electronic device and circuit development a number of

concepts have been examined. Low blocking voltage (50V-500V) and medium voltage (500V-

i 800V) applications have found a number of satisfactory candidates, but at high voltage (2500V-

9000V) compromises still seem to dominate and development work is necessary. Gate Turn Off

Thyristors (GTO), Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristors (IGCT) and Insulated Gate Bipolar

Transistors (IGBT) are the high power semiconductors currently available on the market which

can be turned off actively. A short background review of the field's history may help to

understand the root of this thesis work [2].

Introduced in the late 1950's, thyristors have been the only choice for power electronic

applications requiring >2.5kV blocking for more than 20 years. With these elements only the

moment of turn-on could be influenced by the gate drive, while turn-off had to be initiated by a

reversal of the device current. As a consequence, realization of circuits transferring energy from

AC sources to AC or DC loads was much easier at that time than realization of circuits with DC

sources or DC voltage links.

The GTO thyristor, adding forced gate commutation to control the tum-off, was invented in 1960,

but it was not developed for high power applications until the late 70's. At that time, the voltage

source converter (VSÐ topology entered the field, leading to a drastic increase in performance of

important application areas like traction converters and industrial drives.

At the same time a number of innovations and changes were observed close to the GTO's

domain at blocking voltages below 2000V. Before the GTOs really could establish themselves in

that area, bipolar transistors entered, and were soon followed by the IGBT. Although the IGBTs

suffered from a loss of control by undesired latching for many years, device development was

continued to finally overcome that constraint. Then, the IGBT began its success in improving
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curent and voltage handling capability and switching performance step by step. But the IGBTs

are still limited to medium power applications.

The quest in last ten years for high-power snubberless semiconductor switches to replace the

conventional GTO has led to the IGCT technology. Currently the IGCT is the optimum

combination of the proven, low-cost thyristor technology and the snubberless, cost-effective gate

tum-off capability for demanding medium and high-voltage power electronic application [3].

The introduction of the IGCTs has substantially advanced the development of high power hard

switching Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Voltage Source Converters for industrial and traction

applications. The switching frequencies are typically limited to about 500 to 1000H2 by the

switching losses with snubberless operation.

The development of power semiconductor technology indicates a tradeoff in the selection of

power devices in terms of switching frequency and voltage-sustaining capability [4]. Normally,

the voltage-blocking capability of faster devices such as the IGBT, and the switching speed of

high-voltage IGCT, are found limited.

1.2 Purpose

With respect to the design of the voltage source converter topology, the conventional two-level

converter can not satisfy the market requirements of harmonic distortion and dynamic control.

This leads to increasing interest in the multilevel power converter. These converters are suitable

in high-voltage and high-power applications due to their ability to slmthesize waveforms with

better spectrum and attain higher voltages with a limited maximum device rating. To date the

industry appears to have settled on the three-level NPC converter as the best compromise.

There are many possible circuit configurations for realizing a practical multilevel converter. This

thesis will compare a five-level Stacked Multicell Converter (SMC) against a benchmark three-
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level Neutral Point Clamped Converter (NPC) of similar ratings that are connected between an

ac system and a dc load. The focal point of the investigation will be the number of switches, the

device stresses, the harmonic performance of the output voltages and currents in the two types of

converter. Along with this, the switching method and the capacitor performance are to be

analyzed. The control system will be designed to regulate the dc voltage, as well as the reactive

power production or absorption. The main tool used in this investigation is the electromagnetic

transient simulation program called PSCAD/EMTDCTM .

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 of this thesis gives a general introduction to the voltage source inverter. The operating

principle and the four-quadrant operating characteristic of the VSI is explained. The general

control idea is introduced based on the basic two-level VSI, which can be also applied to the

multilevel converters. Two types of pulse width modulation (PWM) are compared based on the

basic VSI and carrier-based PV/M is chosen as the switching method in later chapters.

In Chapter 3, a general introduction to multilevel converters is given. The detail configurations

of the three-level NPC and the five-level2x2 SMC are presented and extended to higher level.

The advantages and constraints for both converter circuits are analyzed. The switching methods

for the NPC and SMC converter are presented respectively and analyzed using MATHCAD

software.

Chapter 4 describes the common specification for the three-level NPC and five-level SMC from

the aspects of DC side capacitor, number of switches and device stresses. The output voltage

spectrum of the two different structures are analyzed and compared. The advantages and

disadvantages ofeach design are discussed.
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Chapter 5 explains the performance of capacitors in the converters. First a basic theory about the

capacitors is given. Then the voltage unbalance existing in the capacitors is analyzed and the

design principle of voltage balance control is developed. Finally the principle to choose the size

of the capacitors is presented.

Chapter 6 develops a mathematical model for the control system and pre-charging method for the

converter. Simulation study for the control system are carried out using EMTDC which include

test of start-up of the SMC, the voltage balance control for capacitors, steady state operation and

transient operation.

Chapter 7 gives detailed simulation results for the three-level NPC and fivelevel SMC using

EMTDC. The output voltage and current waveforms are presented and the harmonics are

analyzed using LIVEV/IRE software for both types of converter. The simulation results for the

NPC and the SMC are compared with respect to the voltage level, harmonics in the supply

voltage and current, and device voltage and current stresses.
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CHAPTER 2

BASIC ANALYSß OF THE VOLTAGE SOURCE INVERTER

Voltage source inverters (VSD are commonly used to transfer real power from a dc source

voltage to an ac load such as an ac motor [5]. The output current waveforms of the inverter must

be as close as possible to a sinusoidal wave and therefore reducing the current harmonics is a

major concern. The output voltage can be controlled by either the fundamental frequency

switching (FFS) or PWM switching techniques, which controls the output voltage by altering the

switching pattern with a constant dc voltage, or by varying the dc voltage with a fixed switching

pattern. In this thesis, the focus is on the case with a constant dc capacitor voltage. This means

the real component of the current flowing into the converter must be controlled. This is
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Basic Analysis of the Voltage Source Inverter -l

accomplished by controlling the magnitude and phase of the converter ac voltage as will be

discussed later.

The FFS technique has a limited switching pattern and hence a high harmonic content over much

of the operating ranges. PWM techniques are simple to apply and are able to control harmonics

over a wider operating range. Therefore, this thesis will restrict the switching methods to pWM

techniques in this thesis.

2.1 Basic Operation for the VSI

The operating principle of the VSI can be best explained with the aid of the simplified model of

the three-phase circuit shown in Figure 2.1a, which consists of a basic two-level VSI. Figure

2.1b shows the per-phase fundamental equivalent circuit of the system. An equivalent voltage

source û" , which is the fundamental component of the converter output voltage, is connected to

the ac main system through a reactor. The inductance L represents any series inductance between

the inverter ac voltage and the ac system voltage and the resistance R represents any resistance

associated with the converter and the supply as a lumped value as shown in figure 2.lb. Usually,

R is small so that we can ignore it. From this simplified model, the output current 1-o can be

expressed as follow:

- V_Vf_soro --
l(ÐL

(2.r)

+ lo
) )(

(a) (b)
Figure 2.1 circuit Diagram and simptified Modet of a Three-phase converter

voLR
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Basic {nalysis of the Voltage Source Inverter *

The ac system voltage is assumed as the reference with a zero phase angle. It can easily be seen

from Equation2.l that the magnitude and direction of the output current Í" canbe regulated by

the amplitude and phase angle of the variable converter output voltage t" .In general, we assume

the converter output voltage /, with a magnitud e Vo andphase shift angle a withrespect to V, .

Then the reactive component of the output current can be given as:

-V, +Vo.cosø
Ioq =

thus the corresponding reactive power is:

(2.2)
aL

O- -V,' *Vo.V,.cosø
@L

Similarly, the active component of the output current can be given as:

Io¿ =
-V".sina",

(2.3)

The corresponding active power is:

p _ -Vo.V, .sinø",

(ÐL

From Equation (2.2) and (2.3), we can easily see that both reactive and active current can be

positive or negative. When Vo.cosa, is larger than V, , Ion is positive. This means

-90'< d<90". In this operating region, Ioo is positive for -90" <G<0'and negative for

0" <u <90'. When Vo'cosa, is smaller thanV,,Io, is negative. In this operating rcg¡on, a

can be any value between 0' and 360' and therefore I oo can also be positive or negative.

Generally speaking, the VSI can operate in all the four quadrants. The phasor diagram of the VSI

is shown inFigare2.2.

(DL
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toq

Figure 2.2 Phasor Diagram of the VSI

2.2 Basic Control for the VSI

The converter shown in Figure 2.la is inherently two converters connected in inverse parallel

and can be redrawn as Figure 2.3. Converter I acts as an uncontrolled rectifier to allow the real

power flowing from the ac side to the dc side. Converter 2 operates in the converter mode, where

the polarity of the voltage across the dc capacitor Vo" remaíns the same but the direction of the

dc side current 1, is reversed. Initially, when converter 2 is not conducting, capacitor charges up

to the peak value of the supply voltage through converterl. This characteristic of the VSI

provides the possibility to pre-charge the dc capacitors directly through the ac system. Providing

no real power transfer occurring between the circuit and the supply, the capacitor voltage

remains at its initial charged voltage and acts as a constant dc source.

caw¿erter 2 covn¿erter l
Figure 2.3 Two Converter Configuration Redrawn from Figure 2.1a

The control strategy adopted in this investigation is based on the PWM switching technique. As

described in Section 2.1, both reactive power and active power should be controlled and the dc

capacitor voltage should remain constant. Then, there are two main tasks that the control scheme
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has to achieve. One is to control the converter input power factor or the reactive component of

the current, and the other is to control the real power flowing into the dc load to maintain a

constant voltage across the dc capacitors. Figure 2.4 shows the basic control diagram that was

designed to perform the above tasks.

Vs Io Vdc
Figure 2.4The Basic Control Diagram for VSI

Where Vo"* is the reference dc voltage and Vo, is the measured voltage, I oo* and I or* are the

reference active and reactive current respectively, Vo* and q* is the magnitude and phase angle

of the reference output voltage respectively. I comes from a phase locked loop (PLL) locked to

the system frequency which is used to obtain the phase angle, a , the angle difference between

converter output and ac system voltage.

Given a certain reactive and active current, from Equation2.2 and2.3, the magnitude and phase

angle ofthe reference output voltage could be expressed as:

1ô

(2.4)

(2.s)

The control loop to maintain the constant capacitor voltage is implemented by comparing the

actual dc voltage and the reference dc voltage. The error of the two signals passes through a pI

controller and thus obtains the required real power to the dc capacitor. This real power divided
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Basic Analvsis of the Voltase Source fnverter

by'the constant supply voltage provides the reference real component of the supply current. The

reactive current component 1oo* does not affect the dc voltage but does affect the power factor of

the VSI as seen from the ac system. This component is normally set to zero, but may vary if

some form of power factor control is required. These two reference currents are compared to the

measured real and reactive current components of the input current, and the magnitude and phase

of the converter voltage is adjusted according to Equations2.4 and 2.5. This reference output

voltage can then be used to calculate the switching signals of the converter by using PWM

techniques. With above control, both the magnitude and phase angle of the output voltage can be

continuously controlled to maintain a constant dc voltage and constant reactive current

component. The detail mathematical model for the system control block will be presented in

Chapter 6.

2.3 PWM Switching Techniques for the VSI

The PWM switching technique is the most common method to control output voltages of a

voltage source converter due to its simplicity and ability to reduce the harmonic content. These

techniques can be classified into two types: carrier-based PWM methods and optimal PWM

methods. The carrier-based PWM methods include subharmonic PWM (SHPV/M) and switching

frequency optimization PWM (SFOPWM) [6]. These techniques have also been extended to

various multilevel VSI topologies.

2.3.1 Carríer Based PWM Technique

In carrier based PWM techniques, the switches are operated many times in the fundamental ac

cycle producing a pulsed waveform with reduced harmonic content. The switching instants are

defined by the crossings of a carrier triangular wave and the sinusoidal reference signal.

l1
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The SHPWM method uses a set of triangular carriers to compare with the reference sinusoidal

wave. The SFOPWM method is similar to the SHPWM method, except that the reference

modulation waveform is a sinusoidal wave with a zero sequence voltage added. The zero

sequence voltage can be expressed as the average value of the maximum and minimum values of

the three reference modulation waveforms, or can be a third harmonic component added to the

reference waveform. The advantage of this technique is that it will allow the modulation index to

increase by about 15% before overmodulation and pulse dropping occurs and does not produce

zero sequence currents in the three-phase, three-wire configuration.

The main parameters of the modulation process are:

1) The frequency ratio k=+, where f is the frequency of the carriers, and f,,,is the- 
-f,,,'

frequency of the modulation wave.

2) The modulation index U = L, where A,,, isthe amplitude of the modulation wave, andAc'

l" is the peak to peak of the carriers.

3) Usually, the frequency ratio is chosen as an odd number which is the multiple of three so

that the triple harmonic will not occur in the line voltage even though some of them

appear in the phase voltage.

For the basic two-level VSI, one triangular carrier waveform is compared with the reference

waveform to get the device switching signals. The carrier and reference waveform for SHpWM

are shown in Figure 2.5a. Figure 2.5b and 2.5c show an example for the corresponding output

voltage and its spectrum using the above switching logic where f,,,:60Hz,k:15 and M:|.
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Figure 2.5a The Triangular Carrier and Reference Wave for the Basic VSI in SHPWM
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The carrier and reference waveform for SFOPWM are shown in Figure 2.6a. Figare 2.6b and

2.6c show an example for the corresponding output voltage and its spectrum using the above

switching logic where f,,,:60Hz,k:15 and M:l.
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Typical results for SHPWM and sFopwM are shown in Table 3.5, which gives

harmonic distortion factor (THD) for each case.
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The total harmonic distortion factor was defined as the ratio of the root-mean-square of the

harmonic content to the root-mean-square of the fundamental quantity, which is expressed as a

percent of the fundamental, which gives:

TL_rr-\ _ rSum of squares of amplitude of all harmonics,,,,
tlrrJ -, ,

Table 2.1 Calculated Percent Harmonic Voltage Content
Carrier-based PWM for Basic VSI

Harmonic SHPWM SFOPWM
1 95.5 1

5 3.1 1.9
7 0.8 1.4

11 2.4 14.8
13 30.7 17.7
17 31.8 18.3
19 5.3 14.7
23 2.8 7
25 3.5 11

29 20.4 20.4
31 19 19.7
35 6.2 8.3
37 2.2 1.7
41 15.7 4.5

THD,,7" 0.602 0.518

It is seen from Table 2.1 that the first large harmonic occurs around 15 for both SHPWM and

SFOPWM and then around 30. For SHPWM, l3th and 17th harmonics are significant. For

SFOPWM, 1lth, 13th, lTth and 19th harmonics are significant. These harmonics are all easily

filtered. The fundamental component of these two types of carrier-based PV/M is a good

approximation to the desired reference waveform though still containing some quantities of the

characteristic harmonics.

2.3.2 Optimal Pulse Pøttern (OPP) Techníque

The most important characteristic of the OPP

harmonic reduction with the minimum number

technique is that it can provide the required

of switchings. As an example, for a two-level
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PWM wavefonn with odd and half-wave symmetries which has n switchings per quarter cycle as

shown in Figure 2.7 , the magnitude of harmonics are given as follow:

16

, -48bk =;;(t-

In which k:7,3,5,7,. . . . . ., j:I,2,3,4. . . . . .yr, b t

I(-t)'2'coska,)

is the magnitude of the kth harmonic and a,

(2.6)

is the

jth primary switching angle. Even harmonics do not appear because of the half-wave symmetry.

Figure 2.7 ATwo Level PWM Waveform with Odd and Half-wave Symmetries

The n switchings in the waveform afford n degrees of freedom. Several control options are thus

possible. For example n selected harmonics can be eliminated. Another option that is used here is

to eliminate n-l selected harmonics and use the remaining degree of freedom to control the

fundamental frequency magnitude, b, of the ac voltage. To find the a 's required to achieve this

objective, it is sufficient to set the corresponding bo's in the above equations to the desired

values (0 for the n-l harmonics to be eliminated and the desired ac magnitude for the

fundamental) and solve for the ø's.

The process of obtaining the correct switching angles for eliminating selected harmonics is

normally accomplished in the following step [7]:
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a. Decide on the number and order of harmonics to be eliminated.

b. By means of Fourier analysis obtain an expression that describes the harmonic content of the

required waveform. Use this expression to assemble a set of equations and set to zero those

harmonics selected for elimination.

c. Solve these equations ofÊline for a range of modulation index values.

d. Arrange for on-line access to these switching angles.

2.3.3 Comparíson of Cørríer-based PllM ønd OPP Techníqaes

As will be shown later, the dc voltage and reactive power are controlled by the converter output

voltage. This control can be achieved only by changing the switching angles when the Opp

method is used. As well known, it is always possible to solve the equations for various values of

designed fundamental ac voltage and store the results in a large look-up table. But in this case it

has the problem that there may be some granularity in the solution when the controlling

parameter (ac voltage magnitude) falls in between the two contiguous magnitudes. Using pV/M

techniques, however, the magnitude of the fundamental component can also be changed by

varying the modulation index, which gives a smooth continuous control and fast response.

Moreover, from a dynamic control point of view, there are advantages in using PWM techniques.

Therefore in the later analysis, we will focus on the carrier-based PWM technique.

2.4 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents the basic operating principle, control and PWM switching technique based

on the basic two-level VSI, which can be applied to the multilevel converter. It gives a detailed

explanation of the four quadrant operation for the VSI based on a simple equivalent circuit.

There are two tasks for the control. One is to control the magnitude of the reactive input current
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or its phase angle. The other is to maintain the dc voltage constant. The overall control scheme

and the control principle are presented which will be the basis of the control for the multilevel

converters discussed later. The carrier-based PWM and OPP techniques are discussed. The

advantages and disadvantages of the two types of PWM are presented. The final decision is to

focus on the carrier-based PWM.

IR
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CHAPTBR 3

BASIC THEORY OF MULTILEVEL COTVVERTER

Multilevel power converters have received tremendous attention in the past few years in the field

of high-voltage and high-power applications such as railway traction, ship propulsion, renewable

generation, FACTS and UPFC. To reach such power and such voltage levels (MW, kV), various

techniques of association have been used in the past because of the technological limitation of

the semiconductor voltage (6kV for the IGCTs at present).

Multilevel converters include an array of power semiconductors and capacitor voltage sources.

The general structure of the multilevel converter is to synthesize sinusoidal voltage waveforms

from several levels of voltages typically obtained from capacitor voltage sources. As the number

of levels increase, the synthesized output waveform adds more steps, producing a staircase
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waveform which approaches the sinusoidal wave with minimum harmonic distortion. However,

increasing the level means introducing voltage imbalance problems on the capacitors at each

level.

Three different topologies have been proposed for multilevel converters: the diode clamped, the

cascaded multicell with separate dc sources, and the stacked multicell converter. The most

attractive features of multilevel converters are as follows [8]:

a. They can generate output voltages with extremely low distortion and low dv/dt.

b. They draw input current with very low distortion.

c. They generate smaller common-mode (CM) voltage, thus reducing the stress in the motor

bearings. In addition, using sophisticated modulation methods, CM voltages can be

eliminated.

d. They can operate with a lower switching frequency.

3.1 Description of Diode Clamped Converter

3.1.1 Neutrsl Poínt Clømped Converter

The neutral point clamped (NPC) converter introduced by Nabae [9], is a three-level diode

clamped multilevel converter, as shown in Figure 3.1. The three-level converter introduced a

new zero voltage level (also called neutral point), other than the negative and positive voltage

levels, in comparison to two-level converter. The most simple and well employed method of

producing the neutral point is to split the DC link capacitor into two, creating a third level with a

zero potential.

)(\
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Figure 3.1 Threelevel NPC Converter circuit

As shown in Figure 3.1, each arm of the three-level converter consists of four switching elements.

By turning on upper, lower or middle two switching elements, the output can be clamped to the

positive level, negative level or zero potential (neutral point) respectively, as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 A Typical Voltage Waveform for the NPC

Compared with the output voltage waveform of the basic two-level VSI shown in Figure Z.i, it

can be seen that for the same device ratings and switching frequency, the power load of the NpC

converter has doubled, while each switching involves only half the dc bus voltage and thus

power devices could be fully utilized in the high-voltage range. The three-level converter output

voltage reduces the harmonic voltages and shows relatively lower harmonic contents in the line

currents which result in smaller filter size. Thus, the threelevel converter topology is widely

Dt

Dz

DÅ
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used in heavy power industrial applications due to its high voltage handling and good harmonic

rejection capabilities with the currently available power electronics devices.

In summary, the NPC converter has shown a clear market in industrial applications because it

offers significant advantages like [10]:

. Small number of additional components to increase the number of levels from 2 to 3(only 2

additional NPC diodes per phase leg)

. Two simple clamp circuits serving the whole 3 phase converter

. Low output voltage harmonics/reduced filter cost and losses because of the three level

characteristics

. Simple mechanical design (which is crucial in converters with more than 3 levels)

. Well established direct torque control can be used

. Simple direct series connection of IGCTs to increase the output voltage

3.1.2 Multìlevel Díode Clømped Converter (DCC)

As an extension of the three-level NPC, a simplified schematic of one phase of a 7-level DCC is

presented in Figure 3.3. Two additional phases would be required for the three-phase converter.

As may be seen from Figure 3.3, the general N level converter comprises 2(N -l) switches

(S, -,S6,,Sr'-Su') per phase with 2(N-2) diode clamps (D,-Ds,Dt'-Dr') connected to each

level of the dc voltage and (l/ - 1) dc capacitors which are common to all the three phases. The

voltage across these capacitors is then equal to V",, = 2E l(N - 1) in which E is half of the total

voltage at the dc link of the DCC.

In this DCC structure, each IGCT thyristor is only required to block the voltage of 2E l(N -l)

and is well protected against over-voltage by the clamping action of the dc capacitors. The lower

group of IGCT thyristors requires the complementary gating pulses of the upper group of the
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same number. That means if S, is on, then S,' must be off. It should be noted here that, for each

voltage step, only one thyristor must tum on and one thyristor turn off. For example, if ,!, is off,

then S, , S, ... ,S"-, and ,S,'are on, and the terminal voltage + (¡/ - 3)E (N-i) is connected to the

output terminal through Dr, ^s2,,S3 ... S"-, for positive current, or through S,'and o, tor

negative currents. In other words, in every operating state, N-l switches are in on state and the

other N-l are in off state. Different switching states provide different output voltages. The

corresponding switching logic for the 7-level diode clamped converter is shown in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.3 One Phase Scheme of TJevel DCC
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Figure 3.4 shows the staircase output voltage waveform of the seven-level CDD. It should be

mentioned that the clamping diodes are required to block different voitages. It is easy to see that

D, mustblock 2'2El(N -l)andingeneral theD,mustblockthevoltage of i.2E(¡/-1).

Table 3.1 The Switching Logic for Z-level NpC

Thyristor State
Output voltage

S' S, S" S¿ S. S^ S." s"' S"' ò¡ ò¡ S"'

1 1
1

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 E

0 1
1

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2E/3

0 0 1
1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 Et3

0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1

1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1

1 1 0 0 -Ê/3

0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1

1 1 1 0 -2Et3

0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1

1 1 1 1 -E

There is no doubt that more levels of the output voltage will produce less distortion and better

output quality. But balancing the capacitor voltage at each level becomes a problem due to the

fact that when establishing sinusoidal output wavefofin, charge of inner capacitors is much

greater than that of outer capacitors [11]. The seven-level DCC is used as an example to explain

this.

7[-% It-cfl 7f-dt 1T

Figure 3.4 Output Voltage Waveform of Tlevel DCC
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Assuming the output cufient I oA is a purely sinusoidal waveform with a power factor,

pf = cos B , it canbe expresses as:

Io=^l-2Ish@-B)

Thus, the average value iI,"", of input node current il, is given by:

iLo,e = *" ir.ot

={'' "o, Bcosu3
7r

Similarly, the average value i2 o,r of i2 , and i3 , i3 o,s are given by:

to2
i2o,s=-- )t.aeote a2

=Õ' "r"B@osa2-cosø3)lt

rdl

i3o,c=-!-lt"ae
z7L ;l

J-zt
- -j-cos/r(cosøl - cosa2)

7r

Bysymmetry, i4o,, =0, i5o,, - -i3o,e, i6o,s =-i2o,g, i'l ous - -ilo,c.

Therefore, the average currents per cycle which should be suppiied from each capacitor are as

follows:
.

I ,to,g =i I 
""" 

which dves /.roue = Q! 
"o, 

p cos a3

I r2o,g = il o,, + i2 ",, which gives I 
"ro,, 

= @ 
"o, 

p cosuz

f r3o,g = i7o,,, + i2 ou, +i3r," which givos1",r,, = ø 
"o, B cosal
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obviously, I,to,g < I,zo,g < I 
"ro,, 

for al < q2 < d,3 . These result in unbalanced charging and

hence, unbalanced voltage in the capacitors. The charge of the capacitor Cr(Co) is largest

among the three capacitor groups. The second largest charge is from the capacitor Cr(Cr). The

charge of the capacitor Cr(C) is the smallest. Also from above equation, it can be seen that the

capacitor charge unbalance is independent of the control strategy. When any multilevel PWM is

employed, the capacitor charge unbalance is always a problem. It should be noted that if

cos B:0, it can operate as STATCoM, but it is a limiting case of operation.

Space Vector Modulation (SVM) and adding a DC offset are two possible solutions to correct

the unbalance. But both of them have drawbacks. Employing some additional regulation circuitry

can solve the problem ll2l,buthas not met with industrial acceptance.

3.1.3 Swítchíng Techníquefor the DCC Converter

For multilevel DCC converter, the carrier-based PWM techniques can be extended from the

corresponding two-level carrier-based PWM methods. Usually, for an N-level converter in

SHPWM or SFOPWM, there are (n-l) carriers with the same frequency f" and peak to peak

amplitude A" for each phase. By comparing the amplitude of these (n-1) carriers with that of a

sinusoidal modulation wave with a certain frequency f ,,, and amplitude A,,,, the corresponding

switching devices are switched. The intersections of these carriers with the reference modulation

waveform produce the gate signals for the thyristors. In order that the bands they occupy are

contiguous, the (n-l) carriers are disposed and the whole carrier wave set is distributed

symmetrically on both sides of the zero reference. Figure 3.5 gives an example of the carriers

and reference waveform for seven-level DCC.
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For the three-level NPC converter, two triangular carriers are compared with the sinusoid

reference modulation waveform to get the required switching control signal as shown in Figure

3.6a. The carriers and reference modulation waveform for SFOPWM method are shown in

Figure 3.7a.It is easily seen that these two triangular carriers are mirror symmetrical around the

zero reference. The intersections of the positive carrier with the positive modulation waveform

produce the gate signals for S, . The intersections of the negative carrier with the negative

modulation waveform produce the gate signals for ,S, . The complementary thyristor received the

negative of these signals. That is ^S, and S, received the negative gate signal ,S, and S,

separately. The gate switching logic to achieve the three voltage levels at the output terminal of

the three-level NPC is shown in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.5 Carrier and Reference Waveforms for TJevel DCC

Table 3.2 The Switching Logic for Three-tevel NPC

State of IGCT thvristors
Output voltage

Sr S" Sz So'

1 0 1 0 E
0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 -E

o.lð
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The frequency of the carriers and the magnitude of the modulation waveform will be changed

with the changing of the frequency ratio k and the modulation index M. In other words, the

magnitude of the fundamental component and harmonic content in the output voltage of the

converter as well as the switching losses can be controlled by simpty changing k and M. The

output for NPC is analyzed fuither using Mathcad Program. Typical calculation results are

shown in Table 3.3 which gives the number of GTO thyristors switched per fundamental cycle

(S.No) when the frequency ratio k and the modulation index M are changed, and THD were

compared for each case. Figure 3.6b and 3.7b show an example for the corresponding output

voltage using the above switching logic for, where f,,,:60Hz,k:15 and M:1.

Table 3.3 Typical Calculation Results for the NpC Converter

frequency ratio Modulation index
SHPWM SFOPWM

S.No. THD S.No. THD

k=3

M=0.6 4X2 0.297 4X2 0.304
M=0.7 4X2 0.321 4X2 0.321
M=0.8 4X2 0.32 4X2 0.313
M=0.9 4X2 0.313 4X2 0.301
M=1 4X2 0.307 4X2 0.294

k=9

M=0.6 20x2 0.489 2Ox2 0.501
M=0.7 2Ox2 0.446 20x2 0.437
M=0.8 2Ox2 0.4 2Ox2 0.405
M=0.9 20x2 0.341 20x2 0.381
M=1 20x2 0.331 20x2 0.358

k=15

M=0.6 2Bx2 0.401 2Bx2 0.381
M=0.7 2Bx2 0.375 28x2 0.357
M=0.8 2Bx2 0.353 28x2 0.35
M=0.9 2Bx2 0.335 28x2 0.345
M=1 28x2 0.307 2Bx2 0.303

Note: x2 in the table means that there are two switching devices in series
which switched on and offat the same time.

It is easily seen from Table 3.3 that for three-level NPC, the frequency ratio k:15 or 3 and

modulation index M:l in SHPWM method gives better results among the other combination

from the aspect of total harmonic distortion and high fundamental component. For SFOPWM
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method, the frequency ratio k:15 or 3 and modulation index M=l always

among the other combinations. Comparing the results from SHPWM and

nearly no difference no matter what the frequency ratio and modulation index

gives better results

SFOPWM, there is

is.

1L
0 4.71 ú.28

Figure 3.6a The Triangular Carriers and Modulation \ilave for Three-level NPC Using SHPWM
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Figure 3.6b The Three-level Output Voltage for NPC Using SHpWM

Figure 3.7aThe Triangular Carriers and Modulation Wave for Threelevel NPC Using SFOPWM
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Figure 3.7b The Three-level Output Voltage for NpC Using SFOpWM

3.2 Description of Stacked Multicell Converter

3.2.1 Five-level2x2 SMC Converter

The SMC topology is a very new structure of multilevel converter able to increase the voltage

levels, while decreasing the stored energy in the converter. Basically, the SMC is a hybrid

association of commutation cells making it possible to share the voltage constraint on several

switches, and also improve the output waveforms of the converter in terms of number of levels

and switching frequency. The original idea comes from Escaut [i3]. The concept of Stacked

Multicell Converter topology was first introduced by Meynard with a five-level 2x2 SMC l¡4l
which is shown Figure 3.8.

ceII 2
Figure 3.8 Topology of a2x2 Stacked

cell l
Multicell Converter
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As shown in Figure 3.8, one single cell in one stack of the structure consists of two switches

SiiT and SyB which have complementary states. The subscript i ell. . .nJ is the number of cells

and j ell"'pl is the number of stacks. In the steady balanced state, the voltage across the

floating capacitors Cl2 and C11 is one quarter of the dc link voltage 2E [15]. The observation of

the above figure shows us that the switches S22T and 5218 consist of two devices receiving the

same firing signals. To explain this difference, Figure 3.9 shows the voltage across switches for

SMC converter.

-l .,,f ,,.

arrf rra

,T.,.

t"'
F--.{
T *?-l

utÞ
Vce[t=E.¿2

Figure 3.9 Voltage Constraints on Switches

We can see that if the switch 52 is on and 53 is off, and the voltage constraint of the switch Sl is

El2.But if 53 is on and 52 is off, the constraint of S1 is E. This is also true for switch 53 when

Sl is on and 52 is off. In conclusion, the voltage constraint Vl (V3) on switch 51 (S3) and V3

depend on the state of other switches 52 and 53 (Sl). Therefore Sl and 53 need an additional

switch respectively in series to distribute the voltage constraint. But the direct series association

of the two switches in the upper and lower branches is not a problem in our case. In fact they

switch together only at El2, and the E is only a static rating. For example, during a half period of

modulation, the switches in the upper branch are continuously blocking and the voltage varies

between ElZ and E as a consequence of the switching of the bottom cell. Thus the additional

series switch could be an ordinary thyristor.
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It is now for us to describe the realization of the final cell named cell i which is nearest to the

AC system. There are two solutions available for the realization of this cell. The first consists in

simply replacing the capacitors connected to the AC system by short-circuit. For the second

solution, it is possible to replace the final cell by a NPC topology. With the second solution, the

number of the controlled power switches is reduced because two IGCT are replaced by the two

diodes of the clamp.

3.2.2 Multílevel SMC Converter

As an extension, a generulized structure of one phase for an N-level SMC is shown in Figure

3. 10. Another two phases would be required for the three-phase converter, with the dc capacitors

common to all the three phases. For the nxp SMC converter, there are nx(p-l) floating

capacitors Cu with i e [1. ..nf and, i .ll...p -l] in which p is the stack number and n is the cell

number. Each voltage across these capacitors is then equal to V",, - i x 2E 
in which E is half oftu nxp

the dc link voltage of the SMC. The number of levels for the output voltage equal to:

Nt",nr = (nx p)+l

Figure 3.10 A Generalized Structure of One Phase for an N-level nxp SMC

Slp-3l SlpB
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The same voltage constraint applies to all the semiconductors in the structure and is equal to:

2EÍ/v.'swrlchet nxp

The lower group of IGCT thyristors requires the complementary gatingpulses of the upper group

of the same number. That means 1f SijT is on, then SijB must be off. It should be noted here

that, for each voltage step, only one thyristor must tum on and one thyristor turn off. For

example, if SlpZ is off, then ,SroZ ,... 5,rT , S,tT , ...Suo_tT and ,S,o.B are on, and the terminal

voltage +E(nxp-2)l(nxp) isconnectedtotheoutputterminalthrough SroT,... S,*7, S,rT,

...5,p-tT for positive current, or through S,r,B and the reverse diode of other IGCT thyristors

for negative currents. In order to carry on the various output voltage levels, the corresponding

switching logic is shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 The Switching Logic for N-levet SMC

Thyristor State
Output voltage

S^^T S""B S,^T S,^B S^^.7 S"".'B S^'T S",B
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 E
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 (nxo-2)E/(nxo)

1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 2El(nxo)
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 -2El(nxo)

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 -(nxp-2)E/(nxp)
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -E

It should be noted that n configurations could be used to produce the same level of output

voltage. For example, for the level (nxp-2)E/(nxp), the switches SrrT-S,,rT are switched on and

off in tum with one off each time, thus there are n switching states to produce the same voltage
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level. It should be mentioned that the floating capacitors are discharged or charged in the

different switching states. As an example, for the output level El2 in the 2x2 SMC shown in

Figure 2.8, therc are two optional switching states. When ^SrrZ is off, the positive output current

flows through C72, SnT and S,,Z discharging capacitor Cl2. When S,rZ is off, the positive

curtent flows through SrrT,Cl2 and S,,Z charging capacitor Cl2. To keep the voltage across

the floating capacitors constant, a suitable control strategy should be developed to ensure the

discharge and charge are the same. The detail control strategy will be developed in a later

chapter.

3.2.3 Switching Techníquefor the SMC converter

We will limit the discussion of the multilevel SMC to two stacks and n cells. For N-level SMC

converter with n cells using carrier-based PWM, there are (N-1) carriers with the same frequency

f" and peak to peak ampliítde A" for each phase. (N-iy2 oscillate between -l and 0 with a

phase shift of 360' ln fw cell I to cell n at stack l, and (N-1y2 between 0 and I with a phase

shift of 360" I n for cell I and cell n at stack 2.

For the five-level SMC converter, four triangular carriers are used. As shown in figure 3.11a and

3.12a, two oscillatebetween -1 and 0 with aphase shiftof 180' for cell 1 and cell2 at stack 1,

and two between 0 and I with a phase shift of 180' for cell I and cell 2 at stack 2. The

intersections of the positive two triangular carriers with the positive modulation waveform

produce the gate signals for S22T and Sl2T separately. Similarly, the intersections of the

negative two triangular carriers with the negative modulation waveform produce the gate signals

for S2lB and SllB. The complementary thyristor received the negative of these signals. The
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gate switching logic to achieve the five voltage levels at the output terminal of the five-level

SMC is shown in table 3.5.

Table 3.5 The Switching Logic for Five-levet 2x2 SMC

State of IGCT thvristors
Output voltage511T S11B 512T S128 s22T s22B 521T S21 B

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 E
1 0 0 I 1 0 1 0 E/2(mode 1)
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 H2(mode 2\
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 -Ê/2(mode 2\
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 -El2(mode 1)
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 -E

Figure 3.11b and 3.12b show an example for the corresponding output voltage using the

switching logic in Table 3.5 using SHPIVM and SFopV/M respectively, where f,,,:60 Hz, k:l5

and M:l.

u l.)'/ 3.14 4.7t 6.28
Figure 3.11a The Triangular Carriers and Modulation Wave for Five-level SMC Using SHpWM

I
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3

U00
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-6

-9
t.05 2.tç 3.t4 4.19 5.24

Figure 3.1lb The Five-level Output Voltage for SMC Using SHprilM
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Figure 3.12a The Triangular Carriers and Modulation Wave for Five-level SMC Using SFOpWM
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Figure 3.12b rhe Five-revel output lot,u*" for sMC using sFopwM

As discussed for the NPC converter, we also analyze the five-level SMC using MATHCAD.

Typical calculation results are shown in Table 3.6 which also gives the number of GTO

thyristors switched per fundamental cycle (S.No) when the frequency ratio k and the modulation

index M are changed, and THD were compared for each case.

It can be seen from Table 3.6 that for five-level SMC, the worst condition occurs around M:0.8

for the three different frequency ratios and decreasing or increasing M gives better results for

both SHPWM and SFOPWM. The case of k:3, M:l gives the best result. There is not much

difference in total harmonic distortion for M=l for any of the frequency ratios with SFOPWM

technique.
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Table 3.6 Typical Galculation Results for the SMC Converter

frequency ratio Modulation index SHPWM SFOPWM
S.No. THD S.No. THD

k=3

M=0.6 6X2 0.201 6X2 0.196
M=0.7 6X2 0.29 6X2 0.31
M=0.8 6X2 0.242 6X2 0.319
M=0.9 6X2 0.222 6X2 0.292
M=1 4X2 0.16 6X2 0.259

k=9

M=0.6 1BX2 0.213 18X2 0.25
M=0.7 18X2 0.2s3 18X2 0.335
M=0.8 18X2 0.273 18X2 0.354
M=0.9 18X2 0.269 1BX2 0.322
M=1 16X2 0.253 18X2 0.274

k=15

M=0.6 30x2 0.139 24X2 0.196
M=0.7 30x2 0.216 30x2 0.274
M=0.8 30x2 0.259 30x2 0.318
M=0.9 30x2 0.251 30x2 0.312
M=1 28X2 0.217 30x2 0.273

Note: x2 in the table means that there are two switching devices which
switched on and off alternatively.

3.3 Chapter Summary

A brief overview of the structure of the Neutral Point Clamped Converter and the Stacked

Multicell converter has been presented in this chapter. The advantages of using the SMC

converter were discussed, and will be examined in detail in later chapter.

The Diode Clamped Converter is described. In summary, for an N-level DCC, it comprises

2(N-1) switches per phase with 2(i/-Z)diodes and (¡/-1) DC capacitors. Voltage across

these capacitors and the constraint of the IGCT thyristor is equal to v", = 2E l(N -1) in which E

is the half of total dc link voltage. The clamping diodes are required to block different voltages

but this can be solved by series connection to get equal constraint on these clamped diodes. The

voltage unbalance on the dc capacitors for multilevel DCC is a problem. Although some methods

were developed to solve this, it was not acceptable in industry. The switching technique is

presented in detail based on the three-level NPC.
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The Stacked Multicell Converter was designed and extended to N-level structure. For a nx p

SMC converter, there are nx(p - 1) flying capacitors. The voltage across each capacitor is

ix2E
V"= The output voltage level equals to y'y',"u", = (nx p)+ L The constraint on all thenxp

semiconductors is Vnu,,hes = ]!-. Suitable control strategy needs to be developed to keep thenxp

voltage across the floating capacitors constant. The switching technique is presented in detail

based on the five-level SMC.
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CHAPTER 4

COMMUTATION STUDY OF THREE-LEVEL NPC AND FIVE-

LEVEL SMC CONVERTER

4.1 Common Specifications for NPC and SMC converter

The study system is a 4.2 MW, 12 kV dc converter for both types of structure. Figure 2.4 and,2.8

show an affangement of the three-level NPC and the five-level 2x2 SMC separately for one

phase, in which the ac system is connected through a wye/wye transformer to the converter. The

transformer provides the required isolation voltage to match the converter's output to the power

system.

The device we use in both circuits is a reverse conducting IGCT 5SHX 10H6004 whose main

parameters are:
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v nct,,o= 3300v, di / dt = 340 A I lß, I rnn, = 355 A, I rcou = 900 A

The clamping diodes used here are 5SDF 04F6004 whose main parameters are:

v oct,uo= 3300 - 3900v,dt I dt = 400A1 lts,Irnn, =380A

where

V nct¡,,r-the permanent DC voltage the device can block

di/dt-the maximum rate of rise of on-state current and maximum rate of decay of on-state

current

Irnr*-the maximum average on-state current

I ro o, -the 
maximum controll able turn- o ff current

The detailed parameters for the devices are shown in APPENDIX B.

Usually, the capacitor voltage should be able to vary by+Ij%. According to the analysis in

Section 2.l,the dc voltage is chosen as 12kV. The supply and transforTner are rated4.2MYA

with the primary side voltage at23kY,60Hz and the secondary voltage at7.2kY. The main

parameters for the transformer are as follows:

Xr =0.12pu,R, = 0.003Pu,Xn =lQjpu
;i,,i

where i j i.'.
Xr-the leakage reactance of the trar¡sformef',.

j

,R,-the equivalent winding reactanca of the transfornrer

X,,-the magnetizing reactance of the transformer

All the above values are in per unit. Based on the above parameters, the base voltage, current and

impedance for the per unit system which is the peak phase voltage and peak phase current are

given:
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For the primary: U t, = 18.779k1/ , I tt = I49.lA, Z ur= n6A

For the secondary: U n = 5.879kV, I n = 476.3A, Z n= 112.343ç¿

The supply impedance was chosen as 0.05pu at

Z =L09 + j6.2A or R = 1.09C), L =16.5mH. The

atRo" = 36Q to get the rated power at rated dc voltage.

impedance angle of 80' , giving

load resistance should be set

an

dc

4.2 Basic Design Principle for the current Limiting circuit

During the preliminary simulation studies, there \ryere some numerical problems which resulted

in very high voltage across the switching devices. At first this was attributed to switching

stresses in the devices. Hence, a careful study of the commutation paths for the various

switchings and the device stresses was carried out.

The current limiting circuit which is shown in Figure 4.1 consists of a capacitor, C, , inductor,

2", diode, D,, and resistor, R,. The inductance Z" limits the dildt upon IGCT tum-on to Vo" I L,.

This limitation is absolutely essential for the protection of the free wheeling diode during turn-

off. Because the diode has no dv I dt limiting snubber, the power density during diode tum-off

must be held within safe limits by limiting the reverse recovery current which strongly depends

on the dildt. In order to limit the voltage overshoot across the IGCT during tum-offl the

inductance I" must be appropriately clamped. This may be done using diode D, and,the resistor

R, [16]' In summary, the function of the components in the current limiting circuit is turn-off

capacitor C, for dv/dt limitation, turn-on inductor Z, for di/dt limitation, resistor A, for

resetting clamping inductor and capacitor. The value of the resistor .R, is determined by a

reasonable time to dissipate the energy. The main design rules are stated below ll7]:
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. L, =Vo,l(dt I dt) with Vo,beingthe DC link voltage for IGCT.

' c, =1.1-l-3L,

. À, =(0.6-i.1).(¿, IC,)ot

Figure 4.1 The Current Limiting circuit

4.3 Steady Analysis of Three-level NPC

4.3.1 Voltøge Stress

In Section 3.1, we have summanzed the switching logic for three-level NPC in Table 3.1.

First, the voltage stress of the device will be analyzed in detail with reference to Figure 3.1. In

the case of full output voltage of 6kV, there is positive output current flowing through the

switches S, and S, or negative output current flowing through the reverse diodes D, and, Dr.

At this voltage level, the clamping diode D,r' balances out the voltage sharing between ,S,' and

,Sr'with ^9,'blocking the voltage across C, and,Sr'blocking the voltage across C2.It is also

easily seen that the voltage across the clamping diode D", is the same as S,' and Sr'. Therefore

the switches S,', Sr' and the clamping diodes D"1, D,l all need to block 6kV; In the case of zero

output voltage, there is positive output current flowing through the devices D", and S, or
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negative output cuffent flowing through devices D,r' and ,Sr'. At this voltage level, the clamping

diode D", pulls the intermediate voltage to one side of the switch ,Sr, ^Sr should block the

voltage across capacitor C, in positive current. Similarly, when the current is negative, the

clamping diode D",' pulls the intermediate voltage to one side of the switch ,S2' , ,S2' should

block the voltage across capacitor C, . Therefore the switches ,Sr, ,S2' all need to block 6kV; At

the negative voltage level of -6kV, there is positive output current flowing through the reverse

diode D,' and Dr' or negative output current flowing through the S,' and ,Sr'. The clamping

diode D"r' balances out the voltage sharing between ,S, and S, with S, blocking the voltage

across C' and ,S, blocking the voltage across C2.Itis also easily seen that the voltage across the

clamping diode is the same as S, and Sr. The above analysis shows that all the switches and

diodes in the NPC circuit should have the ability to block the voltage of 6kV. According to the

parameters of the device used in the circuit, direct series connection of two devices is needed for

all the switches and clamping diodes in the NPC converter. Therefore, the NpC circuit requires g

IGCTs and 4 diodes per phase.

4.3.2 Curuent Stress

Now we analyze the current stresses for the devices. S, is switched on and off synmetrically to

get full voltage and zero voltage, \rye can examine the effect of switching each device

individually for each direction of current flow as follows:

An initial full output voltage is assumed, if the output current 1, is positive, when S, switched

off the current is commutated to D", at the rate at which the IGCT is switched off. From IGCT
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data sheet and assuming a peak current of 600 A, the maximum rate of turn off of the IGCT

current would be about 300N ¡ts .

The clamping circuit is designed to limit the di/dt to 300N ¡ts. Then for the designed bus voltage

of 6kV the required total inductance is 20 pH for the two series IGCT in one switch. The current

in the inductor can circulate in the clamp circuit which will increase the thyristor forward voltage

by no more than 1400V above the value for the zero voltage. For safety, the inductance could be

increased to about 24pH to ensure that the rate of change of current never exceeds 340N ¡ts .

The energy in the inductor will decay with a time constant of L/R in less than l0 lts , so the

resistor in the snubber circuit can be chosen as 2.4{2. When ,S, is switched back on, the current

is transferred from D,, to the thyristor of S, through the inductor L, therefore limiting di/dt to

full voltage (E) divided by L. The switching on and off of ^S,' does not affect the circuit in this

case.

If the output current 1, is negative, when ,S, switched oft the load current will be flowing

through the reverse diodes of ^9, and ,S, . Commutation of the load current from the diode of S,

to the thyristor of S,' and the clamping diodeD",' will be determined by the inductor L. Again

the voltage across C, will increase the current in S,' at the rate of E/L, and hence control dildt.

When S, is switched back on, and ^9,' switched off, the current can commutate back at the rate

at which S,' switches off through the circuit S, diode, S, diode, D and R of clamp, and C,.

Again the di/dt rating of both these diodes should not be exceeded.
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4.4 Steady Analysis of Five-level SMC

4.4.1 Voltøge,Stress

The switch group in one phase is S 1 1T, S I 2T, S22T , 52 1T (which is the top stack group) and

Sl iB, 5128, 5228, S21B (which is the bottom stack group), as shown in Figure 3.8 We have

summarized the switching logic inTable3.2.

In the case of full voltage of 6kV, there is positive output current flowing through the switches

SrrT, ^S,rZ and,S,,Z or negative output current flowing through the reverse diodes of SrrT,

,S,rZ and S,,2. Through the voltage clamping by capacitor CI2 and Cl l, the voltage across the

switch S rrB and the upper clamping diode D, is 3kV, however, the voltage across the switch

SIB is 6kV. The lower clamping diode D, balances out the voltage 6kV sharing between S,,B

and ,S,rB, thus each of these two switches need to block 3kV. In the case of voltage output of

3kV, if the circuit operates in mode 1, there is positive output current flowing through the

switches S rrT , CIz, Dt and ,S,,2 or negative output current flowing through the reverse diodes

of SrrB and SrrT, D, and C12. The voltage across SrrB, S,B is the same as that of the full

output voltage condition. The voltage across S,,8, S,rZ is 3kV through the voltage clamping of

Cl1 and the clamping diode; If the circuit operates in mode 2,therc is positive output current

flowing through SrrB, S¡T, Clz, SnT and S,,Z or negative output current flowing through

srrB, the reverse diodes of s1z , srrT and ,s,,2 , and,cl2. The voltage across s,,8, s,r¡ the

upper clamping diode D, is the same as that of the full output voltage condition. The voltage

across S rrT is 3kV through the voltage clamping of Cl2. In the case of intermediate voltage

condition of OkV, there is positive output current flowing through the reverse diode of S rrB ,
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SrrT, D, and,S,,Z or negative output current flowing through the reverse diodes of ,S,r,B and

s ,rT , D, and s ,rB . It is clear that the voltage across s nT , s 227 , s ,,8 and s,,B all is 3kv.

The similar analysis can be carried on for the negative voltage levels. In the above mentioned

switching logic, it is noted that S rrT is always on during positive voltage period and SrrB is

always on during negative voltage period. The switches SrrT and,Sr,,B both block 6kV in

negative and positive full output voltage respectively, thus need another common equally rated

thyristor in series with the IGCT. According to the above analysis, we can summarize that all the

IGCT and clamping diodes only need to block the voltage of 3kV in steady state. Therefore, the

SMC circuit requires 10 IGCTs and 2 diodes per phase.

4.4,2 Cuwent Stress

In the full voltage condition, there is positive output current flowing through thyristors SrrT,

S,rZ and S,,2. Thyristor SlZ is always on but has no current (reverse biased) flowing through

it. Then there is no current flowing through the floating capacitors. Now to achieve half voltage,

SrrT and SrrT arc switched on and off symmetrically and we can examine the effect of

switching each device individually for each direction of current flow as follows:

If the output current 1, is positive, when S,rZ switched off the current is commutated to D2 at

the rate at which the IGCT is switched off. As for the three-level NpC, we also assume a peak

current of 6004 and the maximum rate of tum off of the IGCT current would be also about

300N ¡ts. This assumption gives the inductance in the snubber circuit as I¡pH. The current in

the inductor can circulate in the clamp circuit which will increase the thyristor forward voltage

by no more than 700V above the value for the intermediate voltage, 3000V. For safety, the

inductance could be increased to about lzllï to ensure that the rate of change of current never
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exceeds 340N ¡ts with transient intermediate voltages of 4000V. The energy in the inductor will

decay with a time constant of L/R (104s) which givesR =l2Ç2. When S,rZis switched back

on, the current is transferred from D2 to the thyristor of S,rZ through the inductor L, therefore

limiting dildt to the intermediate voltage (E/2) divided by L which gives 3004/ ¡zr . The

switching on and off of s,rB does not effect the circuit in this case.

If the output current 1, is positive, when SrrZ switched off, the current is commutated to the

thyristor of SlZ and the diode of SrrB at the rate at which SrrT can switch off at about

3004/¡rs. The current in the inductance is clamped as in the previous case. When SrrZ is

switched back on, the current is transferred from thyristor of ,S,Z and the diode of SrrB to the

thyristor of SrrT through the inductor L, therefore limiting di/dt to the cell voltage (E-Elz)

divided by L. The switching on and off of ^Srr-B does not effect the circuit in this case.

If the output current 1o is negative, when S,rZ switched off the load current will be flowing

through the diode of SrrT, SrrT and,S,,Z. Commutation of the load current from the diode of

S,rZ to the thyristor of S,rB and D1 will be determined by the inductor L which is not clamped

with negative current. Again the voltage across C12 will increase the current in ,S,rB at the rate

of El2L, and hence control dìidt. When SrrT is switched back on, and S,rB switched off, the

current can commutate back at the rate at which S,,B switches off through the circuit,S,,Z

diode,,S,rZ diode, D and R of clamp, and CI2. Again the di/dt rating of both these diodes

should not be exceeded.

If the output current 1, is negative, when ,SrrZ switched oft commutation will take place from

the diode of SrrT to the thyristor of SrrB and the diode of S,Z. The inductor current is not
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clamped in this case, and hence the transient current will increase at the rate of El2L which can

control di/dt. When switching Srr.T back on and SrrB off the current will transfer back to the

diode of SrrT through the transient circuit of SrrT, D and R of the clamping circuit, CZ2, 52J'

and Cl2 which has no current limiting. The transient current is again controlled by the rate at

which the IGCT of SrrB switches off the current which would be within the specifications

provided the peak current does not exceed about 7004.

4.5 Converter Output Analysis

To show a comparison between the three-level NPC and five-level SMC later, the two types of

converter should have similarity in switch and diode number, voltage stress and current stress.

Typical results are tabulated in Table 4. i where the number of IGCTs and diodes, and the

voltage stress and the current limiting circuits in the converter are compared.

To be consistent, based on the analysis in Section 4.1 and, 4.2, we set the parameters in the

current limiting circuit for the three-level NPC and fivelevel SMC as follows:

For NPC: L, = 24pH with Vo"=6kV, R, =2.4ç¿, C, = 4pF

FoT SMC: L, = I2pH wíth Vr,:6kV, R" = l .2ç¿, C, = zpF

Table 4.1 Similarity between NPC and SMC

converter tvoe IGCT Diodes voltaoe stress(kV) current limitinq circuits
NPC 24 12 3 2
SMC 30 6 3 B

As seen from Table 4.1, the number of devices is very similar, as are the stresses on the devices,

so the switching losses in the two converters are also very similar. The SMC converter needs six

more culrent limiting circuits at half the size than the NPC, but the losses due to the resistors in

the circuit is also similar because the resistor in the NPC converter is twice that of the SMC
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converter. This means the output of the two converters can be compared on the basis of all the

above similarity.

In Chapter 3, detailed analysis of the output voltage of the three-level and five-level converters

has been completed using different switching methods, which are shown in AppENDIX A. We

only tabulate the results for three-level and five-level converters at M:l using SHPWM

technique here which are shown in Table 4.2. In Table 4.2 different frequencies ratios k and the

percentage of the fundamental component based on the value produced by the three-level

converter (F.P.) are considered. The output voltage frequency spectra for three-level and five-

level converters are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 separately in which M:1 and k:15.

It is easily seen from Table 4.Z,Figares 4.1and 4.2that:

a. When the converter level is increased from three to five, the harmonic distortion is

reduced greatly no matter what the frequency ratio is. This is especially noticeable at low

frequency ratios.

b. For all the frequency ratios shown in the Table, the difference between the percentage of

the fundamental components for the three-level and five-level converters is very little.

c. The first significant harmonic occurs at 1l and 23 for three-level and five-level level

converter respectively.

Table 4.2 Typical Results Using SHPWM Method (M=1)

frequency ratio three-level NPC five-levelSMC
ÏHD F.P. THD F.P.

k=3 0.307 1 0.16 1.207
k=9 0.331 1 0.253 1.016

k=15 0.307 1 0.217 0.996
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4.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presents a theoretical comparison between three-level NPC and fivelevel SMC. It

may be concluded that both types of converters have the same number of switching devices

(thyristors) and diodes, and the same voltage and current stresses on the devices. The only

difference is that the five-level SMC needs six more current limiting circuits of half the size and

six floating capacitors compared with the three-level NPC. However, because the capacitors are

energy storage devices and do not consume energy, we can say that the losses of the two kinds of

converters are nearly the same at the same power rating. Then we can compare the output

ti:
lii
li

llf-i-
I

t_

T

n ll llin il nl n n
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voltage characteristics for three-level NPC and five-level SMC on the same bases. For the same

modulation index and frequency ratio, the output voltage spectrum produced by the five-level

SMC is better than that produced by the three-level NPC, all other characteristics remaining the

same. As mentioned above, the five-level SMC shows clear advantages over the three-level NpC

for the same fundamental voltage, switching losses and device stresses, but better results for

harmonic elimination in theory.
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CHAPTBR 5

PERFORMANCE OF DC CAPACITORS AND FLOATING

CAPACITORS

5.1 Basic Ripple Analysis on the Capacitor

While it is often assumed that the voltage on the dc capacitors and floating capacitors remain

constant in analysis, there is always a ripple voltage which must be limited to a reasonable range.

The ripple voltage will introduce non-characteristic harmonics into the output voltage spectrum.

The method of analysis of the ripple on the capacitor is the same for three-level and five-level

converters and for dc capacitors or floating capacitors. For simplicity, we consider a basic
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voltage pulse of the converter as shown in Figure 5.1, in which the capacitor voltage is equal to E

and the firing angle is ø for0 . a . /r.

Figure 5.1 Basic Voltage Pulse of the Converter

Performing the Fourier Transformation for this waveform, we have:

cos(naÍ) (s.1)

5?

V"(att) =>b,,
l=0

Where: b, = !.¿î
"¡ror, 

=
E
-.ø1f

b, = + It cos(n .aùde =+ .!.sin(n.a)

And: ¡z = 0,1,2,...,æ

Then we have the voltage for phase b and phase c:

Vu@tt) =V"(aú -+,

V"(at) =Vo(at.+,

All harmonics in the phase current are neglected here and the

its fundamental component:

Io=I.cos(at+þ)

Similarly, the current for phase b and c are given as:

load current 1

(s.2)

(s.3)

, is approximated by
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It=Ioos(Øt*ø-+)
J

I,=tcos(ott+ø++)
-1

According to the power balance principle, the current flowing in

expressed as:

i c (at) - V' (att) I 
" 
(at) * V u 

(øt) I u @¡t) * V 
" 
(att) I, (att)

E E E (s.7)

Then, the dc voltage ripple produced by the current flowing through the DC capacitor ic(at) is:

vr(ott) = f,.i,"frAnø

(s.s)

(s.6)

the dc capacitor can be

(s.8)

(s.e)

(s.r0)

(s.11)

Where C is the DC capacitor in the converter.

For floating capacitor in the five-level SMC circuit, there is only current in one phase flowing

through the capacitors in each phase. Therefore similarly, we can get the voltage ripple on the

floating capacitor as follow:

vfra(att)=¿ ifø'f''l

vfrb(at)=; irø:'ø

vfrc(at) = ! 'tv'&t\i'@tt). Cro Vc

Where C is the floating capacitor in the SMC converter.
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5.2 Voltage Unbalance Analysis

5.2.1 Voltage unbalønce on the floatíng capøcítor

It is usually assumed that the cell element in the converter is commutated to provide a constant

full, intermediate and zero voltage. However in a typical cell converter, the cell voltage is not

constant, as it is the voltage across the floating capacitor whose voltage will fluctuate during a

commutation cycle because of the time difference between charging and discharging capacitors.

The circuit that will be used as the basis for the following discussion is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Simple model of 2-cell Multicell Converter

The following anaiysis is based on the assumptions that PWM switching techniques are used and

ideal switches are used, implying that the on-state voltage, off-state current, dead-time, delays

and switching times are all zero.

To analyze the above circuit, it is necessary to define the switching function sl and s2 as

following:

Ir

lo

fr
=¿

lo

Vo can

sl

s2

when S 1T is on

when S1B is on

when S2T is on

when S2B is on

be expressed as the following:

(s.12)

(s.13)

It is easy to see that the output voltage

Vo = E.sZ+V".(sl-s2)

where V" isthe voltage across the floating capacitor.
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The current flowing into the floating capacitor 1" is given by:

I"=(s2-sl).1, (s.1s)

It should be noted that when the status of sl and s2 is the same which means sl and s2 are both

on or both off, there is no current charging or discharging the capacitor. Therefore this current

will not lead to charging and discharging of the floating capacitors. It is only when sl and s2 are

in opposite states that there is current flowing through the floating capacitors to charge or

discharge them. If sl on and s2 off, the current will discharge the capacitors; If s2 on and sl off,

the current will charge the capacitors. The above discussion means the sign of (s1-s2) determines

the current flowing through the floating capacitor. We define the switching function for the

capacitor current as S. = s2 - sl.

When in ideal switching conditions, sl and s2 have the same switching waveform except that

they are phase-shifted by half the carrier frequency as shown in Figure 3.11a. Therefore, the

switching function S. will have an average value of zero, which implies no charging or

discharging of the floating capacitors. However, with low frequency ratios, the switching

function ,S., does not average to zero as will be shown below and this causes the drifting in the

voltage of the capacitors.

The switching function for sl and s2 with frequency ratio of 9 is shown in Figure 5.3. The

resulting capacitor switching function S" is shown in Figure 5.4.

To simplify the analysis of the capacitor voltage imbalance, we approximate the output phase

current by its fundamental component. This approximation is reasonable as the switching

function is usually selected such that the lower order harmonics are minimized and hence the ac

current waveform is as close as possible to a pure sine wave. All harmonics in the phase current
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are neglected and 1, is approximated by its fundamental component which is in phase with the

fundamental output voitage. The quadrature component of the output current does not affect the

analysis.

I

s2 o.s

1.57 3.t4 4.11 ú.28 - 0 1.5'Ì 3.14

r¡.t
Figure 5.3 Switching Waveform Using PWM with M=l and k=9

1.5

1

0.5

Scû
-0.5

-1

-1.5

Figure 5.4 Switching Waveform foJtil. Floating Capacitor Current

With 1, = I 'cos(aÍ), the change of the voltage across the floating capacitors in charging period

in one cycle will be:

4.7r

'¡ o? a6

,r", = É(JI' 
cos(rrrt)dor + JI. cos(rot)dort)

= ?I¡rir,1o2) + sin(cx6) - sin(ol) - sin(o5)lC'
Similarly the change of the voltage in discharging period in one cycle will be given as:

a ct4 08
fF

V"z = á,Jt. 
cos(crrt)dot + JI. cos(cot)drrx)

2r_.
= 

" 
[sin(o4) + sin(a8) -sin(a3)-sin(cr7)]

Therefore the total change of the voltage across the floating capacitor is:

(s.16)
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LV" =V"r-Vn (5.1s)

When 2", tends to be smaller ThanV"r, the positive LV, produces the decreasing trend of the

capacitor voltage. When tr/", tends to be larger than V"r, the negative LV, results in the

increasing trend of the capacitor voltage.

As an example, one set of the switching angles for sl, s2 and S" are calculated using MATHAD

as follow:

For s1 ; drl = 18.984" ,al2 = 21.791 ,ar3 = 52.i34,a14 = 75.235,&15 = 92.97

For s2: a2l = 36.563,a22 = 46.406,d32 = 68.205

Then for S ", 
ol = 18.984' ,a2 = 2I.797' ,u3 = 36.563" ,a4 = 46.406"

' d5=52.734",a6=68.205",a7 =75.235",r¿8=B2.gj" 
(s'r9)

Substituting Equations 5.16, 5.17 and 5.19 into Equation 5.18, the change of the capacitor

voltage in one cycle is LV" =-0.063 '! whichmeans a steady increase of the capacitor voltage
C

during the whole simulation period.

The above analysis shows that even with all the harmonics in the phase current neglected, there

is still a significant drift of the voltage across the floating capacitor. The magnitude of this drift

depends on the magnitude of phase current. The above analysis can be repeated for phase b and c

with the same results.

This drift should be compensated to some extend by changing the intermediate voltages and the

resulting load currents. As shown in Figure 5.2, if the voltage across the floating capacitor is a

little bit higher than the designed value, the output voltage will be smaller with s2 on and sl off

according to Equation 5.14 which results in a smaller current charging the floating capacitor. On

the other hand, the output voltage will be larger with sl on and s2 off which results in a larger
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current discharging the floating capacitor. Similar analysis can be presented if this voltage is a

little bit lower than the designed value. This characteristic can give some compensation to the

voltage drift.

5.2.2 Princíple of Voltøge Bølance Control

From the discussion in Section 5.2.1, it is clear that the switching functions sl and s2 must have

the same average value and this is not possible with PWM at low frequency ratios. If the on time

of the two switch states is same in some period, we can control the amount of change in the

floating capacitor voltage to 0 as an average. We notice that the switching waveform for sl and

s2 are symmetrical about n from Figure 5.4. If we exchangethe switching signals of sl and s2

every half cycle or every cycle, the output voltage waveform will not be changed according to

the switching logic discussed in the former chapter. The analysis of exchangrng the switching

signals every half cycle is presented as an example. The new switching states of sl and s2 at the

later half cycle after exchanging is shown in Figure 5.5, The corresponding switching function

S" for the capacitor current is shown in Figure 5.6.

ü;
1.57 ú.28

I

s2 0.5

0 0 1.57 3.14 4.71 6.?8

Figure 5.5 New Srnif.Íir,g Waveform with Balanced Ftoating Capacitor $ot r"*" Controt

Based on the same assumption used in Section 5.2.I, the change of the voltage across the

floating capacitors in the charging period in one cycle now is given as:

1

sJ 0.5

3.t4 4.71
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,,, = +rl,I 'cos(ax)d^ * ¡,t .cos(rø)datt +

J I .cos(rø)dax + jt .coslatr)dax)

T

= ¿lsin(ø2) 
+ sin(a6) - sin(ø\) - sin(øS) +

sin(ø4) + sin(a8) - sin(ø3) - sin(ø7)l

0 1.05 2.99 3.r4 4. 19 5.24 ú 28

Figure 5.6 New Switching Waveform ioi ,n" Floating Capacitor Current

Similarly the change of the voltage across the floating capacitors in the discharging period in one

cycle now is:

2tr-a8

2n-a6

(s.20)

(s.21)

= !¡"in1o4) + sin(ø8) - sin(ø3) - sin(aT) +C'
sin(u2) + sin(ø6) - sin(øl) - sin(ø5)l

It is easily seen that Equations 5.20 and 5.21have the same expression. This means the voltage

fluctuation in discharging and charging period is the same, thus resulting in the zero average

voltage change across the floating capacitor and avoiding the voltage unbalance problem. The

principle of exchanging the switching signals every cycle is the same. The only difference in

changing the switching signals every cycle is that the zeto average current is obtained in every

two cycies, not in one cycle.

,, = *Û I .cos(ox)d* *"i, .cos(ax)dox)+
-a3d7

2x-al 2n-a5

J I' cos(ax)dax + 
J 
I . cos(rø)dca
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All the above discussion is based on the assumption of positive current which is defined as the

current direction from the converter to the AC system. Negative current would result in

discharging instead of charging and vice versa.

5.3 Size Selection of DC Capacitors and Floating Capacitors

We know the dc ofÊstate rating of the thyristor is in the range of 3300-3900V. Based on this

rating, while leaving a 20o/o safety margin, the maximum steady state dc voltage of the converter

can be set to 12kV which gives 3kV per level.

Basically, the size of the capacitor depends on the magnitude of ripple voltage and capacitor

current. For example, when the converter current is positive, the capacitor is charged. When the

converter current is negative, the capacitor voltage is discharged. During charging and

discharging, the charging frequency is twice the ac system frequency.

For the dc capacitors, it is generally required that the converter has the ability to generate full

negative-sequence var for unbalanced loads or in case ofphase fault [18]. Therefore, the required

dc capacitors Co" should accommodate this design principle and the energy balance equation can

be expressed as:

61

!co"\v'o"^ -v2 a,^n) =2 ""'
T,/
./4

Jø"". rin 2øtdt
0

(s.22)

(s.23)

From the above equation, the required dc capacitor is given as:

Co"
2Quu,

ú)(V2 ar^u* -V2 ar^in)

- Quu,

2úEV2 ¿"
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where Vo"** aîd Vd",nn represent the maximum and minimum values of dc voltage respectively,

Q,u, is the var rating of the converter, T is the period of the ac system cycle and ø is the ac

system frequency. Vo, is the average dc voltage which can be calculated by

Vo" = (Vo,^u* -Vd"^in) 12 t is the regulation factor of dc voltage which is given as

€=(V¿"^u*-V,t"^in)l(2vd), whose value may range ftom 5-20o/o for practical use. Therefore,

given an allowable regulation factor €, average dc voltage Vo" and var rating e,^,,therequired

capacitance Co, canbe obtained from Equation 5.23.

For the floating capacitor in the SMC, since each phase has its own separate floating capacitors,

calculation of the required capacitance in each phase is straightforward and automatically covers

both positive-sequence and negative-sequence reactive power.

Figure 5.7 illustrates the voltage and current out from the converter in which V" is the converter

output voltage and I o is the current flowing out of the converter. The darker area under current

waveform represents the discharging period of the floating capacitor. The lightet area under

current waveform represents the charging period of the floating capacitor. Only the fundamental

components of both voltage and current are, consequently, considered. Generally, the

relationship of the capacitance, total charge and ripple voltage can be given as:

O"* - 
LV¿"

As shown in Figure 5.7, the maximum LVo" occurs in the period of dl

area under current waveform can be expressed as follows:

02

O = IJ? ' I,,u .cos(2nft)dt
el

(s.24)

to 02. The total Q, the
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where I,,u is the rms cuffent of the converter and f is the fundamental frequency.
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Figure 5.7 Converter Voltage and Current

From Equation 5.24 and 5.25, the dc capacitance requirement becomes:

Cr^=
I t7Ìs

J|.o. .f 'LVo,
(s.26)

Then for a given LVo"and operating rTns cuffent, the dc capacitance requirement for the given

system can be determined using Equation 5.26. And the total energy stored in the capacitor can

be determined:

z^=!.c.v,2"2

As a conclusion, given an allowable value for the ripple voltage, then the required capacitance

value can be calculated from the average capacitor voltage Vo", the rms output culrent, and the

length of the switching period. The worst case switching period is when the modulation index is

0.5pu which means when sl and s2 in Figure 5.2 alternate status every half period of the carrier

waveform.

Then for a 60Hz-4764 peak reactive current and 6kV dc bus voltage, the capacitance and the

total energy stored in the floating capacitors for several values of worst case ripple is shown in

Table 5.1.
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Table The5. red Capacitance in the Worst case
Voltaqe rioole Capacitance Total enerqv stored

10% 882uF 23.81kJ
20% 441uF 1 1.91kJ
30"/" 294ttF 7.94kJ

It is noted that the actual voltage ripple is about half of the maximum calculated ripple in

simulation and hence we could choose a ripple of 20%o to 30o/o. The floatin g capacitors could

then be in the range of 300 to 450 pF . We will choose 400 ltF capacitors which gives l0.8kJ of

stored energy for all the floating capacitors. The dc capacitors are set at 600 ¡tF for both the

NPC and SMC, which gives 2l.6kJ of stored energy on the dc bus.

5.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we study a common method to analyze the voltage ripple on the dc and floating

capacitors of the converter which is suitable for the analysis of all kinds of converter

configurations. The voltage unbalanced problem of the floating capacitor in the SMC converter

has been presented. The conclusions indicate that even with the fundamental component of the

phase current is considered, there is still a significant drift of the voltage across the floating

capacitor whose magnitude depends on the magnitude of phase current. To eliminate this

unbalanced voltage problem in the floating capacitor, a new voltage balance control is introduced.

This method exchanges the switching status every half cycle or one cycle for the switching

devices. The study shows us that this method can solve the unbalanced voltage problem

effectively in theory. A simulation test will be carried out in next Chapter. Additionally, a basic

theory to choose the size of the capacitor is presented and the results will be used in later

simulation cases. The conclusion indicates that the size of the capacitor mainly depends on the

required voltage ripple across the capacitor and the rms current at the rated operation condition.
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CHAPTER 6

CONTRO¿ SYSTEM ANALYilS

The power output and the dynamic performance of the converter can be improved if the control

system has been designed to achieve fast dynamic control of the instantaneous current drawn

from the power system. This capability ensures that the converter will function usefully during

transmission line and load disturbances.

Generally, the airn of the control system is to control the dc voltage to a defined reference and to

control the phase angle of the ac current into the converter. This can be achieved by controlling

the magnitude (M) and phase (a) of the converter ac voltage. The control system allows the

instantaneous values of both M and a tobevaried.
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The main control system for the NPC and SMC converter is the same. However, the SMC need

additional voltage control for the floating capacitors to avoid the voltage drift and complicated

start-up of the converter to charge the floating capacitors.

6.1 Mathematical Model and Main Controt Loop of the Controt System

Figure 6.1 shows the equivalent circuit of the system, where Vs is the source voltage, Vo is the

output voltage of the converter, 1, is the current drawn by the converter, and L and R are the

total ac inductance and resistance. These voltages and currents are instantaneous quantities and

represented in the aB -phase frame through the abc- aB transformation lCl as follows [19]:

l-u,,] r.. - lr""l .,-., li,"f
v,-þ=[;;]=rcrlî:"),n"*=l:;)=rl:","::"),i..þ=l';:,]=rlr':,,:")

L

LR

-

lo

¿ ¿

Figure 6.1 Equivalent Circuit of the System

From the equivalent circuit of Figure 6.1, we have:

f** Ri"=V" -V" (6.1)
dtcso

Assuming that the source voltage is a pure sinusoidal without harmonics:

-u2l

"t1/]

+

(
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Vro=Vr.cosd

V ,n V,. cos(á -+)a
J

V ,-V,.cos(9 .+,

Then through the above transformation, V,oo can be represented as

v,op =;r,l:;:l (6.2)

r.r=[:",ìí, '"ïå 
]

resulting in

where Z, is the peak value of the phase voltage, and 0 is the phase angle. Furthermore, we can

apply dq-coordinate transformation lrl to Equations (6.1) and (6.2) as following:

, *=17,,] = o, v,oB,vo¿n =li:J= o, voop,ro¿, =l';:,]=Irli""o

tþ+ La¡xIoaq * Rio¿ =v*n -v*odt

which can also be expressed as:

and

t, _lr,ol [r,"-1
' *.lr,o-l = 

Lo I ro'sr

Figure 6.2 shows the dq ø coordinates where a = d1dt - both 0 and a ate vectors. ',x,' iÍt

Equation (6.3) denotes the vector or cross product. Since V,¿ = V, and V,o = 0 , the instantaneous

(6.3)

(6.4)'*l';:,f.'4;"',').ol',:,]=li,:,-7:,]
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active pou/er P flowing into the converter, and instantaneous reactive power Q drawn by the

converter, can be obtained as

, =1r,.Iod, e=|n,.r",

*. +kl o¿

X +RT
oq

(6.6)

(6.7)

Figure 6,2The Vector Diagram n dqA Coordinates

Therefore, I oo and I o, are the active current component and the reactive current component of

the output current respectiveiy. Both I oo and I on can be positive or negative. Active current

flows out from the converter for positive I oo and into the converter for negativ e I 
"o 

. The

converter generates leading reactive power when I on is positive and lagging reactive power

when I o, is negative. For most cases, it is required that we can directly and independently

control the instantaneous active current component and reactive current component I oo and I on .

It is straightforward from Equation (6.4), that in order for the converter to generate the desired

current components I o¿ 
* and I on 'r , the references of the converter output voltages Voo and Voo,

and Voo * and Von,k , should be given as:

'l
Ðj

lrr"o 
*j l',, * LøI on 

-'-gfi t *
l'", * )= 

lr,, - 
Lar oo 

. -gfi t *
and
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v o* - ,lv "o*' 
*von x2 , ü* - tun-' (von 

* 
\'Vn¿ *' (6.8)

Based on Equation 6.7 and 6.8, the detail configuration for the system control is shown in Figure

6.3. In this figure, the active current reference 1,r* is generated from a PI controller, which

regulates the dc voltage of converter. Under normal condition, R is much smaller than atL and

can be neglected.

Figure 6.3 Detail Diagram for the Main System Control

In principal, each dc capacitor voltage can be controlled to be exactly the dc command voltage

Vo". ' The control loop for Vo, controls the total power flow to the convert er.If V" is controlled

so that it lags V, by a, ,then the real po\ryer flowing into the converter can be expressed as:

n V, .Vo. sin ør=
X,,

The reactive current reference I oo* is given according to different compensation aims. The

converter may be required to operate at unity power factor when I on. is zero, or at some other

power factor in order to compensate for other kinds of load. The components of source voltage

I/,=lV*,V,nf'=U/,,01' are obtained from the directly sensed source voltage V,o,V,tandV,,

through the abc- aB transformation-[C] and the synchronous reference frame transformation

' y_d

Muìtilevø!

InvsrÉør
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[T] as previously mentioned. The phase angle of the source voltage can be obtained from a

vector phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit which maintains syrchronism between the output voltage

and the ac system voltage.

The output control parameters Voo* and Vor* asshown in Figure 6.3 areused to generate the

modulation reference waveform, V, for the PWM switching technique by applying the dq-abc

transformation.

6.2 Floating Capacitor Voltage Control Loop

Besides the main control loop and dc capacitor voltage control loop discussed above, the floating

capacitors in the SMC will require additional control loops because the voltage across the

floating capacitors is subject to drift.

In order to maintain the voltage balance across the floating capacitors, a simple principle for the

balance control of the floating capacitor voltages is shown in Figure 6.4 in which the switching

signals for sl and s2 are exchanged every cycle. The voltage balance control is required to

measure and compare the reference waveform out from the main vector control loop to adjust the

switching function of the thyristors. In order to avoid double switching during the exchange, the

exchange occurs at the zero crossing of the modulation waveform, when there is no intersection

of the modulation and carrier waveform. A zero detector is used on the reference waveform to

get the clock signal in the JK flip-flop whose outputs go to two selectors to choose the right

carrier. The selected carrier is compared to the reference waveform and produces the switching

signals.
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Figure 6.4 The Floating Capacitor Voltage Control Loop

6.3 Start-up of the Converters

The simulation models used for the 3-phase NPC and SMC converter are shown in Figure 6.5

and 6.6 respectively. The only addition to the single-phase circuits discussed earlier is the

voltage clamping circuits across the dc capacitors. This circuit will switch on if the dc voltage

exceeds Il0% of the rated voltage and will quickly discharge the dc capacitors. It will switch off

again at l00o/o of the rated voltage.

Start-up of the converters is often difficult because the capacitors are not charged. The traditional

method is to use a charging circuit to charge individual capacitors to their specified voltage

levels and then energ¡ze the connected transformer. However, this will not only increase the total

system cost, but complicate and slow down the process as well. One economic and convenient

approach is to use the ac system to start-up the converter system directly because the reverse-

conducting diodes of the IGCT in the converters form an ideal six-pulse bridge rectifier. If the

converter is connected to the ac system while the IGCT thyristors are blocked, the dc capacitor

of the converter will be charged by the ac system through the reverse-conducting diode of the

IGCT thyristors, thereby the constant dc capacitor voltage can be established. However, there

may be overcuffent problems caused by the charging current of the dc capacitor or overcharging

Zeta
Detector
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of the capacitors because of the leakage reactance of the transformer. To avoid the first problem,

a pre-insertion resistor can be used to limit the charging curïent. The voltage limiting circuit used

in our models limit the overcharging of the dc capacitors.
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Figure 6.5 Configuration of the Threelevel NpC

The dc capacitors of the SMC are charged in a similar fashion to the NPC converter circuit, but

the SMC circuit presents further complication as the floating capacitors can not be charged

through the reverse conducting diodes. One solution can be rcalized, by initially tuming on

thyristors S22T and S21B in each phase. This places the floating capacitors in parallel to the dc

capacitors. Once the voltage across the capacitors reaches Vdc/4, these thyristors should be

switched off. Therefore the dc voltage monitoring circuit was used during the initialization stage

to switch off these devices when the capacitors became charged toyd,c/4. The dc capacitors will

continue to charge through the diodes to the specified voltage vdcl2.

6.4 Test Study for the Control System

To confirm the validity of the proposed new SMC and controller design, a simulation model was

implemented and tested. A 2x2 five-level SMC using PWM technique is employed as a
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candidate in the simulation. The investigation will focus on the following aspect: start-up of the

converter, test ofbalance control for the capacitors, steady state operation and transient operation.

Figure 6.6 Configuration of the FiveJevel SMC

6.4.1 Start-up of the Converter

In the test system, there is a breaker between the ac system and the SMC, which is turned on at

0.01s. After this time and before the firing of the SMC, the voltage across the floating capacitors

is established, and the dc capacitors are charged through the reverse diode of the IGCT. The

SMC is fired at 0.05s. The dc capacitors are continuously charged to the required voltage in a

short time. The result is shown in Figure 6.7.It is easily seen from Figure 6.7 that the voltage

across the floating capacitors and dc capacitors rise at the same rate at the beginning. After the
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voltage across the floating capacitor reaches 3kV, the dc voltage continues to be charged to the

required value at a faster rate.

-Ilme (sec)
Figure 6.7 The Voltage across the DC Capacitors and Floating Capacitors

Figure 6.8 shows the primary current and voltage of the SMC during the start-up period. It is

noticed that the pre-charging current of the converter gives the peak around 1.8pu. Increasing the

leakage reactance of the transformer or the inductive reactance in the system can decrease the

peak value of the pre-charging current.

Time {sec)
Figure 6.8 The Primary Current and Voltage During the Start-up

6.4.2 Test of Bølance Controlfor the Floøtíng Cøpacìtors

To demonstrate the balance control for the floating capacitors, two tests are performed without

and with the balance switching technique. Figure 6.9 shows the voltage across the floating

capacitors without balance switching technique. As expected in Section 5.2.1, the voltage across

Desígn ønd An Analysis of The SMC with Compørison to The NpC



the two floating capacitors both drift from the rated value and always decreases with the

simulation time in the case we tested. As a comparison, the same result with the balance

switching technique is shown in Figure 6.10. It can be seen that the voltage has some fluctuation

in a very short time at the beginning, but the voltage can be maintained at about 3kV because of

the efficient control of the balance switching method. This solves the increased voltage device

stresses problem due to the voltage drifting without balance control.

+4

+3

+2

+1

+0

Figure 6.9 The Floating capacitors voltage without the Balance control

ñ Vacl --,\-V¿cz

Lã

+2

+1

+0
U AaE a

J
0.75 1.5

Time fsecì
Figure 6.10 The Ftoating Capacitors Voltage with the Balance Control

The output voltage and current spectra without and with balance control is shown in Table 6.1.

The result in the table indicates that the output voltage and current spectrum have been both

improved with balance control, especially the low order harmonics.

Time lsec)

t)
:l
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Table 6.1 Voltage and Current Spectrum Comparison without and with Balance Control

6.4.3 Steødy State Operøtíon

Two sets of measured waveforms from the model are presented in Figure 6.11 and 6.12 to

illustrate the SMC behavior under steady state operation. Figure 6.l l shows the converter output

voltage and current in a capacitive operating mode. In this case, the current leads the voltage by

an angle in which the reference iq is set as -0.8. Figure 6.12 shows the same voltage and current

at inductive operation mode. In this case, the current lags the voltage by an angle in which the

reference iq is set as 0.8. The reference Vo is set as 1 in both cases. As expected, the multilevel

converter voltage is clearly seen with the application of the PWM technique and designed control.

The output currents are very sinusoidal without filters which validate the efficiency of this new

type of converter design and control strategy.

controltvpe without balance with balance
harmonics voltaqe current voltaqe current

5 1.2 1.3 1.2 0.9
7 0.8 0.9 0.3 0.4

11 2 1.6 0.3 0.1
13 1.9 1 0.2 0.1
17 1.4 o.7 0.3 0.1
19 2.4 1 0.3 0
23 4.7 1.8 4.6 1.6
25 12.3 4.1 12.1 4
29 8.8 2.5 9 2.6
31 8.1 2.2 8.2 2.3
35 12.2 2.9 11.9 2.8
37 4.5 1.1 4.6 1

41 0.7 0.1 0.1 0
43 0.9 0.2 0.2 0
47 2.5 0.5 2.1 0.4
49 3.6 o.7 4.5 0.8

THD"/" 23.389 7.103 23.118 6.481
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Figure 6.11 The Output Voltage and Current of the 2x2 SMC Using PWM in Capacitive Mode
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Figure 6.12 The Output Voltage and Current of the 2x2 SMC Using PWM in Inductive Mode

6.4.4 Trønsíent Operøtíon

To examine the dynamic behavior of the control system, the reference reactive cuffent demand

signal receives an abrupt change from 0 to 0.8 pu. The response of the SMC is shown in Figure

6.i3' As can be seen, iq can catch up with the ordered value in just a few cycles. Although the

decoupling in the control system reduces the effect of change in iq on id, there are still some

variations in the active current component id for a short time after the transient period, as weil

the same variation to the dc capacitor voltage Vo" in Figure 6.14. This is mainly because of the

finite response time of the control system and the quite large harmonics produced by the

converter during the transient [20]. It is also easily seen from Figure 6.14 that the average

voltage across the floating capacitors can be maintained at about 3kV, but there is larger ripple
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on the capacitors because ofthe change

corresponding output voltage and current

- ld+1.5-

of the amplitude and angle of the output current. The

are shown in Figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.13 Transient Response of the SMC
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Figure 6.14 Vottage Variations on the dc and Floating Capacitors during Transient Operation
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Figure 6.15 The Output Voltage and Current of the SMC during Transient Operation

6.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a mathematical model of the control system using abc-dq transformation is

developed which is suitable to all kinds of multilevel converters. Based on the model, the main

control system was designed for the converter system. In order to control the balance voltage

across the floating capacitors in the SMC, a special switching control was developed.

Additionally, the start-up method of the SMC from the ac system side was investigated to reduce

the overall size and cost.

The validity of the designed control system and SMC are proven by the experimental test with a

candidate design of 2x2 five-level SMC. The simulation results indicate that the design of the

control system and the SMC is technically and practically feasible. We can sunìm anze the

conclusions as follows:

a. The start-up of the SMC can be realized from the ac system side directly.

b. The special balance switching control of the floating capacitors is proven to be very

effective.

c. The steady state operation of the SMC shows superior performance whether in capacitive

or inductive mode with the designed control system.
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d. The response of the SMC to the dynamic operation is fast and effective. The continuous

variation of the output reactive current is possible
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CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF SMC TO NPC

An experimental comparison will be made between a three-level NPC converter and a five-level

SMC converter under identical operating conditions. This comparison will be done with basic

PWM modulation with no fìlters. Identical ac sources, dc loads and controls will be used for both

circuits. The detail control parameters are shown in APPENDIX c. Both circuits are initially

charged by connecting the ac source to the converters and charging through diode action. The

same vector controls discussed in Chapter 6 will be used to control the system. The detail NpC

and sMC circuits have been shown in Figure 6.5 and 6.6 respectively.
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7.1 Voltage and Current Spectrum Comparison

The voltage, current waveforms and spectra at frequency ratios of k:15 and 9 for the NpC are

shown in Figures 7 .l-7 .6. The same simulation results at frequency ratios of k:15 and 9 for the

SMC are shown in Figures 7.7-7.12.In the above figure, we oniy extract the odd harmonics for

the output current, which should be given main concerns, and compare them with IEEE 519

Standard that is shown in APPENDIX D. The percentage harmonic voltage and current contents

up to the 49th harmonic with respect to the peak fundamental frequency component of the NpC

and SMC converters at different frequency ratios are shown in Table 7 .l and 7 .2.

Table 7.1 Voltage Spectrum Comparison between NpC and SMC

Table 7.1 and 7'2 show us that the output voltage and current total distortion decreases with

increase of the frequency ratio for the NPC converter. However, for the SMC converter, the

voltage and current total distortion is very similar when k:9 or 15. Based on discussion in

Chapter 3 and 4, we know that the power losses and device switching frequency in both circuits

Converter Tvoe NPC SMC
harmonic order k=1 5 k=9 k=15 k=9

5 1.2 13.3 1.2 1.3
7 2.2 I 0.3 0.5

11 10.9 11.3 0.3 4
13 8.2 13.2 0.2 12.1
17 8.7 8.5 0.3 8.9
19 10.7 7.6 0.3 8.7
23 3.3 12.1 4.6 9.9
25 11 1.2 12.1 0.9
29 8.4 4.9 I 2.9
31 8.5 2.1 8.2 0.8
35 10.2 5.5 11.9 2.6
37 5.2 4.9 4.6 6.3
41 3 0.8 0.1 0.4
43 2.5 4.7 0.2 1.3
47 1.6 6.8 2.1 3.5
49 6.9 5 4.5 2

THD,,7O 29.857 32.211 23.118 22.64
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are similar when the same frequency ratio is used for both circuits. The output voltage and

current spectrum of the SMC converter is always better than that of the NPC converter at the

condition of similar power losses and device switching frequency, especially at the lower

frequency ratio. All the above results from the simulation are compatible with the theoretical

analysis results.

Table 7.2 Current Spectrum Comparison between NpC and SMC

n lle+1.5r-
+1

+0.5

+0

-0.5

-1

4 EL-'d4

Figure 7.1

-lime 
f sec)

Experimental Output Voltage and Current for NpC with k:15

Converter Tvpe NPC SMC
harmonic order k=15 k=9 k=15 k=9

5 1.3 1B 0.9 1.1
7 2.3 B 0.4 0.4

11 7.8 7.6 0.1 3
13 5.2 8.1 0.1 0.2
17 4.1 4.2 0.1 4.2
19 4.7 3.3 0 0.1
23 1.1 4.4 1.6 4.3
25 3.8 o.4 4 1.5
29 2.4 1.6 2.6 0.1
31 2.3 0.6 2.3 0.2
35 2.5 1.3 2.8 0.3
37 1.2 1.1 1 1.7
41 0.6 0.1 0 0.2
43 0.5 1 0 0.2
47 0.3 1.2 0.4 0.2
49 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.6

THD,% 13.086 23.879 6.481 7.4674
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Figure 7.2 Experimental Output Voltage Spectrum for NPC with k:l5
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Figure 7.3 Experimental Output Current Spectrum for NPC with k:15
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Figure 7.4 Experimental Output Current Spectrum for NPC with k=9
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Figure 7.5 Experimental Output Voltage Spectrum for NPC with k:9
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Figure 7.6 Experimental Output Current Spectrum for NpC with k=9
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Figure 7.7 Experimental Output Voltage and Current for SMC with k:15
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Figure 7.8 Experimental Output Voltage Spectrum for SMC with k:15
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Figure 7.9 Experimental Output Current Spectrum for SMC with k:15
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Figure 7.10 Experimental Output Voltage and Current for SMC with k:9
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Figure 7.11 Experimental Output Vottage Spectrum for SMC with k:9
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Figure 7.12 Experimental Output Current Spectrum for SMC with k=9

With respect to Tables 7.1 and 7.2 and Figures of the current spectnrm, the conclusions can be

given as follow:

(1) For the NPC converter, the larger frequency ratio (k:15) is always the better choice.
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(2) For the SMC converter, the voltage and current total distortions are similar, but the switching

losses at k:15 are much more than those at k:9. This indicates that the case for k:9 shows

advantage with respect to the switching losses and output spectrum over the case for k:15. It

should be noted that there is larger ripple on the floating capacitors when k:9 than that for k:I5,

because of the longer charging and discharging time. This ripple is possible to cause increased

voltage stresses on the switching devices.

(3) The SMC converter shows advantage over the NPC converter from the aspect of output

spectrum with similar switching losses when the same frequency ratio is used, especially in low

frequency ratio. This is also obvious from the output current output waveform. The output

waveform for the SMC converter is far more sinusoidal than that of the NPC converter.

(4) For high frequency ratio, there is little difference between the output current of the two

converters in the high order harmonic spectrum of the odd harmonics, especially those that

exceed the IEEE 519 Standard. But some significant differences in the low order harmonic

spectrum of the odd harmonics which resulting in better waveform quality of the SMC converter

over the NPC converter. For the low frequency ratio, the difference between the output current of

the two converters in the harmonic spectrum of the odd harmonics is significant.

7.2 Device Sfresses Comparison

The current stresses were analyzed for the operating condition of unity power factor and full dc

load. With respect to Figure 6.5, the current stresses for the devices of the NPC converter can be

grouped as follow:

With positive current situation, the thyristors of devices Tl carry no current at unity power factor

no matter for full voltage or zero voltage. The same conclusion can obtain for the thyristors of

devices T4 with negative current.
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The diodes of devices T1 and T2 cany the same input current for

So do the diodes of devices T3 and T4 for negative current. The

Figure 7.13 which gives 2104. The average current is 954.

full voltage for positive current.

actual rrns current is shown in

+ 025

+t.2

+0J5

+ 0.1

+ 0t5

+û
0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3

Tlme læc)
Figure 7.13 Experimental RMS Current on Diode of T1 of NPC Circuit

The thyristor of T3 and the lower clamping diode D2 cany the same current for zero voltage and

positive current which are the same for the thyristor of T2 and the upper clamping diode Dl at

negative current. The actual rms current is shown in Figure 7.14 which gives 1054. The average

current is 41.2A.

+tl4
+012

+ 0.1

+ 0.DB

+ 0Ð6

+ 004

+ U02

+0 û 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3

Figure 7.14 Experim."rllüOtt%tr"rent on T3 of Npc circuir

According to the analysis in Chapter 4,the voltage stresses are 6000V for all the devices in the

NPC converter which is shown in Figure 7.15(for devices Tl and T4, but with a phase shift of z

with each other) and 7.16(for devices T2 and the lower clamping diode, T3 and the upper

clamping diode, but with a phase shift of 7r wifh each group), and therefore two identical

devices in series are required according to the device parameter.
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Figure 7.15 Experimental Voltage Stress on T1 of NPC Circuit
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Figure 7.16 Experimental Voltage Stress on T2 of NPC Circuit

With respect to Figure 6.6, the current stresses for the devices of the SMC converter can be

grouped as follow:

With positive current situation, the thyristors of devices SilT, Sl2T and S22T cany no input

curent at full and half voltage. Similarly for the thyristors of devices 5128, SllB and S2lB at

negative half cycle.

The diodes of devices S I 1T, S I 2T and S22T carry the same input current at positive full or half

voltage. This current is shown in Figure 7 .17 which is identical to Figure 7.13 for the diode of Tl

in NPC converter. According to the circuit syrnmetry characteristic, the same fins curïent can

obtain for the diodes of devices S I 28, S 1 I B and 52 1B at negative full or half voltage.

The diode of S21T, thyristors of devices S l2B, S22B and the lower clamping diode carry current

at positive half voltage or zero voltage. This current is shown in Figure 7.18 which is identical to
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Figure 1.14 for the thyristor of T3 in NPC converter. The same rrns cuffent can obtain for the

diodes of devices 5228, thyristors of devices S11T and 521T at negative half or zero voltage.
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Figure 7.17 Experimental RMS Current on Diode of 511T in SMC Circuit
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Figure 7.18 Experimentar nusTHirii?:L rhyrisror of s12B in sMC circuir

For the voltage stresses in the SMC converter, similarly, according to the analysis in Chapter 4,

the voltage stresses are 3000V for the SMC devices except for S22T and S2tB which are 6000V.

It is noticed that these two devices do not switch while blocking 6000V and therefore one normal

power thyristor and reverse conducting diode could be placed in series. As discussed in chapter 6,

the floating capacitor voltages are stable at about the specified 3000V due to the use of the

balance control. This also can be seen from the device voltage stresses which do not exceed their

ratings in the simulation, thus proving the efficient of the designed control further. The actual

voltages across the devices are shown in Figures 7.19(for device S11T and the lower clamping

diode, S12B and the upper clamping diode with a phase shift of n with each group),7.20(for

devices Sl2T and 511B with aphase shift of n with each other),7.21(for devices S2lT, S22B

0
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with a phase shift of tt with each other) and7.22(for devices S22T and S21B with a phase shift

of n with each other).
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Figure 7.19 Experimental Voltage Stress on SllT of SMC Circuit
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Figure 7.20 Experimental Voltage Stress on S12T of SMC Circuit
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Figure 7.21 Experimental Voltage Stress on S21T of SMC Circuif
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Figure 7.22 Experimental Voltage Stress on S22T of SMC Circuit
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It can clearly see from the figures shown above that the device stresses are very similar. Devices

Sl2T, 522T, S11B, 521B of the SMC converter and the upper and lower devices Tl,T4 of the

NPC converter carcy no thyristor current. The inner devices T2,T3 of the NPC, S11T and Si2B

of the SMC cany an rrns current of 1054 which gives an average current 47.2A. This same

current is carried by the clamping diode of NPC and the thyristors and diodes of 521T and S22B

of the SMC. The rms diodes current of all other IGCTs is 2104 which gives an average current

954. In suÍtmary, the current stresses on the devices are far less than the stress ratings and very

similar for both circuits, as are the number of switching (with and without current). The voltage

stresses are also similar for the NPC and SMC converter in the specified device connection in

this thesis.

7.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter the NPC and SMC circuits using similar PWM techniques were simulated on

PSCAD/EMTDC, analyzed and compared. From the circuits used in the simulation, it is easily

seen that both have similar energy storage requirements for the capacitance on the dc side, but

parameters of the NPC converter are twice that of the SMC converter for dildt limiting circuit.

The SMC requires additional two di/dt limiting circuits between the two cells in each phase and

about 50yo additional stored energy in the floating capacitors. The simulation results proved that

the device stresses are essentially similar and they are switching at the same rate, so should have

the same switching losses including the resistance loss in the di/dt clamping circuit. The

advantage of the SMC over the NPC is in the improved output voltage and current spectrum,

especially when using PV/M with low frequency ratio.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUS'O'VS AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 Conclusions

There is growing requirement for higher voltage, higher power converter systems with reduced

harmonic components in their output. Several multilevel converter topologies have been

developed which demonstrated superiority for various applications. The main objective of this

thesis, as stated in Chapter 1, was to explore a new multilevel converter, the Stacked Multicell

Converter (SMC) and to compare it with an existing three-level NPC converter which has found

many applications in industry. After a brief investigation of the configuration and operation

principle of the NPC and the SMC converters, detailed design and analysis are carried out based

on a three-level NPC and a five-level2x2 SMC.
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The three-level NPC converter is widely used in high power industrial applications due to its

high voltage handling and good harmonic rejection capabilities with the currently available

power electronics devices. Higher level diode clamped converters will produce less distortion

and better output quality, but balancing the capacitor voltage at each level becomes a problem.

Employing additional regulation circuitry can solve the problem, but has not met with industrial

acceptance.

The SMC topology is a new structure of multilevel converter which uses a hybrid association of

commutation cells making it possible to share the voltage constraint on several switches, and

also improve the output waveforms of the converter in terms of levels and switching frequency.

The PWM technique was chosen to be used in the simulation due to its simplicity, fast response

and small ripple on the capacitors. Both circuits were analyzed using the PWM techniques in

theory. After a lot of calculation and analysis work was carried out, it is concluded that the five-

level SMC has advantage over the three-level NPC in a lower total harmonic distortion no matter

what kind of PWM switching technique was used.

The overall control system for both circuits can be the same as those of conventional two-level

converter. The dc capacitors and the floating capacitors in both circuits can be pre-charged

through the reverse diode conduction from the ac system. It is concluded that good control

response can be obtained by using vector control in dq coordinates. However, the floating

capacitor voltage would drift using standard PWM techniques. A main contribution of this thesis

was to develop a new control algorithm which can stabilize and balance the floating capacitor

voltage at the required normal value. This technique was shown to work well over all operating

ranges.

q4
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The final simulation results are extremely compatible with the theoretical results. It is indicated

that the voltage and current stresses on the devices were very similar as weli as the number of the

devices required. Both have similar energy storage requirements on the dc side, but the SMC

needs 2 additionai current limiting circuits and floating capacítors which have 50o/o additional

stored energy between the two cells in one phase. The advantage of the SMC over the NPC is the

better quality of the output voltage and current spectrum which indicates that the SMC is a good

candidate for high-voltage and high-power applications.

8.2 Future work

This thesis provided a feasible method to stabilize and balance the floating capacitor voltages

which works well for the sinusoidal PWM. Similar techniques would have to be developed for

optimal pulse pattern method. Additionally, filter design to get better output spectrum which

meets the IEEE 519 Standard will have to be developed.
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APPENDIX B

Vnclinrt Permanent DC voltage for 100 FIT failure rate

Ir¿vnr: Max. average on-state current for GCT

Irnvs: Max. RMS on-state current for GCT

V1: On-state voltage for GCT

V1¡: Ttreshold voltage for GCT

ry: Slope resistance for GCT

dildt: Max. rate of rise of on-state current

Ipnvv: Max. average on-state current for diode

Iprurs: Max. RMS on-state current for diode

Vr: On-state voltage for diode

V¡6: Ttreshold voltage for diode

r¡: Slope resistance for diode

The Device Parameters in the Circuit
5SHX 10H6004

SSDF 04F6004
GCT Reverse diode

V..,,^u 3300v V.rc,'.u 3300v

Itou" 3554 lrarrv 1654 lrorrt 3804

l-onr" 5554 lrpvs 2604 l"or* 6004

Vr <3.45V Ve <6.4V Ve <5.2V

Vro 1.65V Vrn 2.53V Vrn 2.7V

r 2mQ I 4.3mQ fr 2.BmO

d/dt 3404/us di/dt 3404/us di/dt 3404/us
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APPENDIX C

The Parameters of the Control System

The Detail Parameters of Controls
Pl Reoalator Proportional Gain ïime Constant(ms)

Phase Locked Looo 60 60
DC Voltaoe Control 0.1 90

dq Current Control 0.1 90

Low Pass Filter Gain Damoino Ratio Cut-off Freouencv
DC Voltaoe 1 0.7 50
dq Current 1 0.7 150
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APPENDIX D

IEEE 519 Standard

Harmonic Gurrent Limits for Non-Linear Load at the Point-of-Gommon-Coupling with Other Loads,

for Voltages 120-69,000 volts

Maximum Odd Harmonic Current Distortion in % of Fundamental Harmonic
Order

1."/ I r <11 11<h<17 17sh<23 23<h<35 35<h TDD
<20* 4 2 1.5 0.6 0.3 5

20<50 7 3.5 2.5 1 0.5 8
50<1 00 10 4.5 4 1.5 0.7 12

1 00<1 000 12 5.5 5 2 1 15
>1 000 15 7 6 2.5 1.4 20

*All power generation equipment is limited to these values of current distortion, regardless of actual lsc/l¡.
Where lsc=Maxim um short circu it current at point-of-com mon-cou pl ing.
And lL=Maximum demand load current (fundamental frequency) at point of common coupling.
TDD=Total demand distortion (RSS) in % of maximum demand, is the equivalent of THD for the voltages.
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